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In 1911, a Methodist education commission made a commitment to establish a major Methodist university in Texas. More than 600 acres of open prairie and $300,000 pledged by a group of Dallas citizens secured the university for Dallas, and it was chartered as Southern Methodist University. In appreciation of the city's support, the first building to be constructed on the campus was named Dallas Hall. It remains the centerpiece and symbol of SMU. When the University opened in 1915, it consisted of two buildings, 706 students, a 35-member faculty and total assets of $636,540. The original schools of SMU were the College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Theology and the School of Music.

SMU is owned by the South Central Jurisdiction of the United Methodist Church. The first charge of its founders, however, was that it become a great university, not necessarily a great Methodist university. From its founding, SMU has been nonsectarian in its teaching and committed to the values of academic freedom and open inquiry.

Today, Southern Methodist University offers a comprehensive curriculum through Dedman College – the college of humanities and sciences – and six schools: Meadows School of the Arts, Edwin L. Cox School of Business, Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering, Perkins School of Theology, Dedman School of Law, and Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development.
The University offers 115 undergraduate majors, Master’s degrees in over 100 areas, professional degrees in two disciplines, Ph.D. degrees in 26 fields, and 35 certificate programs.

Enrollment for Fall 2008 was 10,886, including 6,193 undergraduate students and 4,693 graduate and professional school students. SMU students come from all 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and 98 countries. About 78 percent of first-year students received some form of financial assistance for 2008-2009. About 21 percent of the student body are minorities; 41 percent of undergraduates and 49 percent of graduate students report religious affiliation; 12 percent are Methodist, 14 are Roman Catholic. Also represented in the student body are other Protestant denominations and other religions, including Judaism, Buddhism and Islam.

In addition to preparing students for graduate and professional schools, or more directly for their life’s work, the University strives to enhance their social, moral, intellectual and religious development so that they may lead worthy lives as individuals and citizens of the nation and of the world.

THE HOWARD LANTERN

The Howard Lantern is dedicated to Professor Lorn Lambier Howard, Chief Marshal emeritus of SMU from 1978 to 1987, in honor of his role in shaping the traditions and protocol of SMU’s modern-day academic ceremonies. Designed in 2008 and crafted out of steel, aluminum and water glass, the lantern symbolizes the Rotunda of Dallas Hall, the University’s oldest building and centerpiece of our campus. Engraved around the top band is the University’s motto, “veritas liberabit vos,” which means “the truth will make you free.” Around the base are the words to Varsity, SMU’s alma mater. Each year during the May Baccalaureate Service this lantern is handed down by the Senior Class President to a representative of the Junior Class, a symbolic passing of the light that sustains our University. Tonight, the President of the Student Association bore the lantern as he led the graduate procession. The Howard Lantern serves as a reminder of the important traditions which make up our corporate University life and of the light of learning and intellectual curiosity which shines within the students, faculty and staff at SMU.
The academic procession and the regalia worn by the faculty and officers of the University symbolically represent the continuing link between the modern American university and the founding of the great medieval universities in Europe – chief among them Bologna, Paris and Oxford. As those institutions were derived from the Catholic Church, the universities adopted many of the ceremonial trappings of the church in their official public functions.

The mace of the University, a symbol of the authority vested in the president by the Board of Trustees and representing the covenant between the president and the faculty, is borne by the president of the Faculty Senate. Though the order of the procession varies from university to university, at Southern Methodist University it proceeds from the chief marshal through the ranks of the faculty and the officers of the University to the president, who is preceded by the mace-bearer.

The caps and gowns worn in the procession also vary from place to place. There are variations in design to indicate the degrees held by the wearers, and many universities in America have introduced colorful gowns and other distinguishing details (in place of the customary clerical black from which all originated). The Bachelor’s gown is a simple robe falling in straight lines from an elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing characteristic is the long pointed sleeves. Master’s gowns are arranged so that the arm emerges from a long sleeve through a slit at the wrist (replacing a former slit at the elbow). In most cases, the Doctor’s gown is marked by velvet panels down the front and around the neck, and by three bars of the same material on the bell-shaped sleeves. It is cut much fuller than the other gowns and may be ornamented in color. Faculty colors are occasionally seen in the sleeve bars and paneling.

The caps, too, vary according to the customs of the university from which the wearer received a degree. While most American universities adopted the “mortarboard” style of Oxford, others have chosen styles based on other European institutions. The color of the tassel worn with the cap may be black for any degree, or the color may be that of the faculty of the major field of learning (e.g., Arts, Engineering, Law, etc.). Persons holding doctoral degrees and governing officials of institutions are entitled to wear tassels of
gold metallic thread. Such tassels are usually sewn in place. It is common practice, although not universal, that a ceremony is made of moving the tassel from the right to the left side of the cap at the moment the degree is awarded.

Within the great varieties of styles and colors in gowns and caps, there has been one universally accepted code for the hood worn trailing down the wearer's back. Originally, it was like the hood on the habit worn by monks. Nowadays, the hood through length and color shows the degree and the specialization of the wearer, and the university that granted the degree. The Bachelor's, Master's, and Doctor's hoods are 3 feet, 3 1/2 feet and 4 feet long, respectively. The velvet trimming in the same order is 2, 3 and 5 inches wide. The color of the trim identifies the faculty. A partial list of faculty colors follows: Arts, Letters, Humanities – White; Music – Pink; Business – Drab; Philosophy – Dark Blue; Engineering – Orange; Science – Golden Yellow; Fine Arts – Brown; Theology – Scarlet; Law – Purple. The lining of the hood – that portion most visible from the rear – indicates the institution awarding the degree. SMU's hood lining, for example, is blue with red chevron.

The University's ceremonial banners were designed by Robert B. Chambers, associate professor emeritus of theatre, Meadows School of the Arts, and fabricated by Mamie Chambers. The banners bear heraldic designs with the color of trim identifying each school and group ushered this evening.

Through these colorful ceremonies, SMU symbolically displays the continuity of its educational purposes with the origins of organized learning in the Western world.

Thomas R. Arp
Associate Professor Emeritus of English
Lorn L. Howard
Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering
Chief Marshal Emeritus
ORDER OF EXERCISE

PRELUDIAL CONCERT
Canzon a 12
Giovanni Gabrieli
Arr. by Robert King

Renaissance Dances
Tyman Susato
Arr. by John Iveson

THE GREAT FANFARE
Fest Fanfare
Alfred Uhl
Arr. by Geoffrey Emerson

PROCESSIONAL*
Crown Imperial
William Walton
Arr. by Douglas Nelson

Rondeau
Jean Joseph Mouret
Arr. by Robert King

Cyrus the Great March
K.L. King
Arr. by Susan Frazier

Olympic Fanfare
John Williams
Arr. by Darrol Barry

The Gallant Seventh
John Phillip Sousa
Arr. by Susan Frazier

Rigaudon
André Campra
Arr. by William Picher

Fanfare from La Peri
Paul Dukas
Arr. by D. Marlatt

Trumpet Voluntary
Jeremiah Clarke
Arr. by Thomas Campbell

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
Paul W. Ludden, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs of the University, Presiding
Candidates for Graduation
Representatives of the Faculties
The Platform Party

INVOCATION
William B. Lawrence
Dean of Perkins School of Theology

INVOCATION ANTHEM
America the Beautiful
The Imperial Brass
Samuel A. Ward
Led by Daniel Harrison Webb
December 2008 Candidate for degree of Bachelor of Music in Voice
Performance and Precentor

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS

INTRODUCTION OF THE SPEAKER
Provost Ludden

* The groups making up today’s procession will be introduced by John Gibson, Creative Director of University Events and Special Projects. The audience remains seated during the processional.
GRADUATION ADDRESS

R. Gerald Turner
President of the University

SPECIAL MUSIC

The Lord Bless You and Keep You

Meadows’ Men’s Quartet
Peter Lutkin

CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE

Refrain from applause until all candidates have been presented.

Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

Hooded by Cordelia Chávez Candelaria, Dean of Dedman College
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
Assisted by James E. Quick, Dean of Research and Graduate Studies and
Associate Vice President for Research

Candidates for Professional Degrees

Presented by William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
John B. Attanasio, Dean of Dedman School of Law

Candidates for Master’s Degrees

Presented by Cordelia Chávez Candelaria, Dean of Dedman College
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education
and Human Development
Peter E. Raad, Executive Director of The Guildhall at SMU

Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Presented by Cordelia Chávez Candelaria, Dean of Dedman College
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

THE FAREWELLS

Dennis A. Foster, President of the Faculty Senate
Carl Sewell, Chair of the Board of Trustees
Darrell Lafitte, SMU Class of 1954 and 2008 Distinguished Alumni Award Recipient

UNIVERSITY HYMN

Varsity

The Imperial Brass
Introduced by
Robert Hayden
President of the
Students’ Association
Led by Daniel Harrison Webb
Precentor

BENEDICTION

William B. Lawrence
Dean of Perkins School
of Theology

RECESSIONAL*

The Olympic Spirit

John Williams
Arr. by Steve Sykes
Giuseppe Verdi
Arr. by Kenneth Bray

Grand March from Aída

*The audience remains seated during the recessional.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Robert Van Kemper, Marshal

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Judith Rose Cooper  Anthropology
BA Pennsylvania State University
MA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Bison Hunting and Late Prehistoric Human Subsistence Economies in the Great Plains”
Adviser: David J. Meltzer

Darcie Ann Pace Delzell  Statistical Science
BS Wheaton College
MS University of Illinois at Chicago
MS Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Richard Forrest Gunst

Lauren Elizabeth Gulbas  Anthropology
BA University of Pennsylvania
MA University of Texas, San Antonio
Dissertation: “Cosmetic Surgery and the Politics of Race, Class, and Gender in Caracas, Venezuela”
Adviser: Carolyn F. Sargent

David William Hershey  Anthropology
BA Yale University
M.D. University of Michigan
Dissertation: “Nevado De Incahuasi: The Archaeological Anatomy of a Sacred Mountain in the Andes”
Adviser: David J. Wilson

Andrea Dawn Hoffman  Molecular and Cellular Biology
BS Texas A&M University
Dissertation: “Structure-Function Relationship of the Different Domains in Human ABC Transporters”
Adviser: Pia D. Vogel

Julia V. Kozlitina  Statistical Science
BS Ryazan State Agricultural Academy, Russia
MS Purdue University
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Tests for Trend in the Analysis of Genetic Associations Studies”
Adviser: William R. Schucany

Dario Nappa  Statistical Science
MS Università degli Studi di Roma, Italy
MBA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Bayesian Classification Using Bayesian Additive and Regression Trees”
Adviser: Xinlei Wang

Jose Leonardo Santos  Anthropology
BA Brown University
Dissertation: “Evangelical Conversion and Latin American Masculinity”
Adviser: Caroline Breettell

Yan Wang  Statistical Science
BS University Science & Technology, China
MS University of Toronto, Canada
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Dependencies in NAEP and Their Effects on Analysis”
Adviser: Lynne Stokes

Christopher Blake Wolff  Anthropology
BA Portland State University
MA Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canada
MA Southern Methodist University
Adviser: David J. Meltzer
IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Robert Van Kemper, Marshal

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Saeed Taiseer Abu Nimeh  Computer Science
BS Princess Sumaya University College for Technology, Jordan
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Phishing Detection Using Distributed Bayesian Additive Regression Trees”
Adviser: Sukumaran Nair

Degree of Doctor of Engineering

Iyad Hilmi Shehadeh  Engineering Management
BSEE Texas A&M University
MS Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Stephen A. Szygenda

Michael Francis Siok  Engineering Management
BS Southwest State University
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Empirical Study of Software Productivity and Quality”
Adviser: Jeff Tian

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
Roy L. Heller, Marshal

Degree of Doctor of Ministry

Debbie A. Chisolm
BS University of Southern Mississippi
MA-Religion Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary

Trevor William Smith
BA Oklahoma City University
MDiv Duke University

Degree of Master of Church Ministries

Justin Michael Hancock
With Honors
BGS West Texas A&M University

Degree of Master of Divinity

Melissa Lynn Benedict
With Honors
BA Baylor University

Richard Herman Ilhe
With Honors
BS Trinity University
JD Saint Mary's University

Trish R. King
With Honors
BA University of Northern Iowa

Mona Lisa Millard
BAS Dallas Baptist University

Victor Ortiz
BBA Southern Arkansas University
JD Texas Southern University

Kyle Edwin Roberson
BA Centenary College of Louisiana

Calia Beougher Rodriguez
With Honors
BA Seattle Pacific University

Lani Ann Rousseau
BA University of Saint Thomas, Saint Paul
Degree of Master of Sacred Music

Ra’Gene DeAndre Johnson
With Honors
BM Centenary College

Degree of Master of Theological Studies

Thomas Michael Giusti
With Honors
BS Bradley University

Mark Alfred Harty
BBA University of North Texas

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW
Roy L. Heller, Marshal

Degree of Juris Doctor

Nadia Ali
BA University of Texas, Austin

Matthew R. Baker
BA University of St. Thomas, Saint Paul

Kylie Katherine Beal
BBA Southern Methodist University

William Scot Bell
BS Mississippi State University

Treyson James Brooks
BS University of Texas, Dallas

Brian Alan Bullard
BBA, MPA University of Texas, Austin

Justin Caruthers
BA Austin College

Paul Wilfred Cervenka
BA University of Texas, Dallas

Bradley Phillip Clark
BA University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Christina Victoria Collins
BBA Southern Methodist University

Stephen Andrew Crane
BA Dallas Baptist University

Carolyn Jean Dove
BA University of Texas, Austin

Christopher L. Evans
BS Pennsylvania State University

Carl Duane Gallagher
BA University of Texas, Austin

Frank Fang Geng
BS Northwest Polytechnic University, Xian, China
MS University of Nebraska

Jesse David Hoffman
BA University of Texas, Austin

Younshin Hong
LLB Ewha Womans University Seoul, Korea
MA Golden Gate Baptist Theological Seminary

Thomas Christopher Horton
BA Centenary College

Karen Elizabeth Ice
BA Hope College

Harry Irving Ingram
BA Dartmouth College

Matthew R. Jones
BA University of North Texas

Lori D. King
BA Georgetown University

Peter Karl Lacina
BS Michigan State University

Annie Lau
BS Cornell University

Jeffrey Curtis Leach
BA Baylor University

Kyle Louis Leboy
BS Texas A&M University

Matthew Clifton Marmaro
BA St. Edwards University

Terry Patricia Martin
BA Trinity University
MBA University of Hawaii at Manoa

Ann Lindsay McNutt
BA University of Texas, Austin

Jason Brann Melvin
BS Arkansas State University

Jake Ellis Menefee
BA University of Mississippi

Jill Doshier Meyer
BA, MS Rhodes College

Ross Caughran Miracle
BA University of Texas, Austin

Patricio Jose Noboa
LLB University of Lima, Peru
LLM Southern Methodist University

Karla Denise Noone
BS Boston College

Adam Ross Nunalle
BA Rhodes College
Angeleque Nicole Paisiyar  
BA University of Texas, Austin  

Eric C. Seitz  
BS Miami University, Oxford Campus  

Keith Bryan Smiley  
BA University of North Texas  

Jennifer Lowary Smith  
BA Texas State University  

Lacey Smith  
BS Southern Utah University  

Pamela Ann Smitham  
BS University of Texas, Austin  

Jason D. Sterling  
BA Eastern Washington University  
MA Dallas Baptist University  

Mary Esmeralda Villareal  
BBA University of the Incarnate Word  

Charlene Morris Wandrisco  
BA Southern Methodist University  

Tiewei Wang  
BS Nanjing University, China  
MS University of Louisiana at Monroe  

Carrie Baird Waters  
BA College of William & Mary  

Phillip Marcus White  
BA Texas A&M University  

Jin Ho Yoo  
LLB Hankuk University of Foreign Studies,  
Seoul, Korea  

Russell Robert Zimmerer  
BA University of Texas, Dallas  

Ruth L. Zugsay  
BA Eastern Washington University  
MA Dallas Baptist University  

---  

**Degree of Master of Laws**  
(Comparative and International Law)  

Rashed Ibraheem Alamr  
LLB Umm Al-Qura University, Saudi Arabia  

Khaled Maayd Alharthi  
LLB Imam Mohammed Ibn Saud Islamic  
University, Saudi Arabia  

Bader Abdulaziz Alkhalidi  
LLB Imam Mohammed Ibn Saud Islamic  
University, Saudi Arabia  

Saleh Ibrahim Alsalamah  
LLB Qassim University, Saudi Arabia  

Bassam Mohammed Alsaleh  
LLB King Saud University, Saudi Arabia  

Abdulaziz Alsuwailam  
LLB King Saud University, Saudi Arabia  

Thitima Chiemburasate  
LLB Chiang Mai International School,  
Thailand  

Taher Kamal El-Badawi  
LLB Alexandria University, Egypt  

Manit Jumpa  
LLB, LLM Chulalongkorn University,  
Thailand  

Sung Min Jung  
LLB Hankuk University of Foreign Studies,  
Seoul, Korea  

Dongmin Lee  
LLB Kwandong University, Korea  

Silvia Akung Ebai Osong  
LLB University of Buea, Republic of Cameroon  

(Law)  

Ryan C. Cowgill  
BA University of Texas, Austin  
JD Nova Southeastern University  

Anne Ward Guinan  
BA Vassar College  
JD Southern Methodist University  

Sandra Leigh King  
BA Texas A&M University  
JD Wesleyan University  

(Taxation)  

Darin Ronald Anderson  
BS Auburn University  
JD Baylor University
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Thesis Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William Edward Lee Cooper</td>
<td>Applied Economics</td>
<td>BA Rhodes College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elijah Washington Cunningham VI</td>
<td>Applied Economics</td>
<td>BA Hendrix College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Richard Fulmer</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>BBA, MS Baylor University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difei Geng</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>BA Tianjin University Finance &amp; Economics, China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Kvetova</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>BBA Southern Methodist University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Edmund Maddy</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>BA Baylor University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael James McNally</td>
<td>Religious Studies</td>
<td>BS University of Nebraska at Omaha</td>
<td>“Appropriating the Transcendent: Interpreting Sefirot and Mandala Religious Symbolism Through the Hermeneutics of Mircea Eliade, Carl Gustav Jung and Gershom Scholem”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Matthew Oley</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>BBA Texas Christian University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kylie Elizabeth Quave</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>BA Emory University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomei Ren</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>BA Wuhan University, China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Humberto Santa Cruz</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>BA Southwestern University</td>
<td>“Making JFK Matter: Popular Memory and the 35th President”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Ashley Sturch</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>BA Vanderbilt University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janara O. Sydybaeva</td>
<td>Applied Economics</td>
<td>BBA Southern Methodist University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candyce Dene Tart</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>BSNg University of South Carolina</td>
<td>“The Relationship Between Anxiety Sensitivity and Negative Affect During Exercise”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mien Xuan Tran</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>BA National Economics University, Vietnam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinging Ye</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>BS Huazhong University of Science and Technology, China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Anthony Cestarte</td>
<td>Computational and Applied Mathematics</td>
<td>BS Texas Christian University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YunXuan Chang</td>
<td>Statistical Science</td>
<td>BSC University of Alberta, Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaime Love Kennedy</td>
<td>Computational and Applied Mathematics</td>
<td>BS East Texas Baptist University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Bryan Strganac</td>
<td>Geology</td>
<td>BS University of Texas, Austin</td>
<td>“Paleogene Terrestrial Mammals from the Tieton River Area, South Central Washington”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana P. Vineyard</td>
<td>Geology</td>
<td>BS, CAGS Southern Methodist University</td>
<td>“A New Eucryptodiran Turtle from the Lower Cretaceous Glen Rose Formation of Texas”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Adam Herring, Marshal

**Artist Certificate**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jorge Rafael Cadelari</td>
<td>Violin Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM Universidad Católica Argentina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Ding</td>
<td>Viola Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM New England Conservatory of Music</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kristin Renee Hawn  Cello Performance
BM Butler University
Aaron Lane Nix  Percussion Performance
BM Texas Tech University
MM Southern Methodist University

Degree of Master of Arts

Ramin Nikzad  Cinema-Television
BA Southern Methodist University
Amanda Jean Olson  Art History
BA University of Texas, Arlington
Thesis: “Facing Celebrity in America: Thomas Sully’s Theatrical Portraits of Fanny Kemble”
Octaviano Rangel Ramirez  Art History
BA Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey, Mexico
BA Southern Methodist University
Thesis: “Andy Warhol’s Shadows and the Parody of Abstraction”

Degree of Master of Music

José Larri Aldridge  Music Education
BME Ouachita Baptist University
Nadejda Svetlomirova Getzova  Music Composition
BA University of New Orleans
Amanda Lea Marrow  Music History and Literature
BM Baylor University
Thesis: “Contexts of Symbolist Music in Silver Age Russia”
Stephanie Lynne McCranie  Voice Performance
BME Stetson University
John Mark Miller  Music Education
BM Dallas Baptist University
Christine Louise Price  Piano Performance
BM Biola University
John Andrew Swafford  Music Education
BM University of North Texas
Carlisa Yvonne Washington  Music Education
BM Southern Methodist University

IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Joseph Magliolo III and Gordon Walker, Marshals

Degree of Master of Business Administration

Jennifer Calvery Allen  Marketing
BS University of Texas, Austin
Bryan Bridges Ballowe  Finance
BBA, BS Southern Methodist University
Christopher John Bhatti  Strategic Leadership
BA Southern Methodist University
Krisna Noelle Breeno  Strategic Leadership
BA University of Virginia
Jason Wesley Brown  Financial Consulting/Finance
BSM University of Texas, Austin
Allison Ancona Brubaker  Marketing
BA Texas Tech University
Dusty Craig Buck  Finance
BBA Texas Tech University
Kyle Embry Carlton  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
BBA Texas A&M University
JD Southern Methodist University
Christopher Edward Carson  Financial Consulting/Finance
BA University of Texas, Austin
Srinath S. Chakravarty  Financial Consulting/Finance
BS, MS Washington State University
Allison Jaleh Clark  Finance
BA Southern Methodist University
Todd Mason Coble  Finance
BS Purdue University
Alison Ann Craddock  Strategic Leadership/Strategy & Entrepreneurship
BS Texas A&M University
Edgar Alco DeGuia  Finance/General Management
BA Duke University
Dana Dee Dittmar  Finance/Strategic Leadership
BBA Southern Methodist University
Anthony Eastman  Finance
BS Minnesota State University, Mankato
Don Clayton Ellis  General Management
BSBA Texas Tech University
Robert Elliott Ellis  General Management/Strategy & Entrepreneurship
BSBA Auburn University
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree/Field</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Sandlin Forward</td>
<td>Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>BA Austin College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Beth Garrett</td>
<td>Finance/Information Technology &amp; Operations Management</td>
<td>BA Purman University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Silva Gonzales</td>
<td>Strategic Leadership</td>
<td>BBA Saint Mary's University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Neal Gray</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>BBA Southern Methodist University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Scott Gray</td>
<td>Financial Consulting/Finance</td>
<td>BS Texas A&amp;M University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard William Greene</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BS Texas A&amp;M University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tieyi Guo</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BS Hauzong University of Science and Technology, China MS Ohio University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Wolfgang Hanschen</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BA University of Texas, Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacey Amber Hanson</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BS Texas A&amp;M University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey Dewayne Hines</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BS University of Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Lee Hudson</td>
<td>General Management/Marketing</td>
<td>BS University of Texas, Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Ardes Johnson</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BS Texas Tech University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapil Kaushik</td>
<td>General Management</td>
<td>BTeng Karnatak University, India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige D’Ann Keith</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BSM Southern Methodist University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Judith Koellhofer</td>
<td>Finance/Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>BS University of Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kjeil Thomas Lease</td>
<td>General Management</td>
<td>BBA University of Texas, Arlington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisco Ledesma</td>
<td>General Management</td>
<td>BS Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey–Atizapán, Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loic Lemener</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BSBA University of Colorado at Boulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Ann Lippe</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BBA Texas A&amp;M University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Adam Martin</td>
<td>Finance/Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>BA University of Colorado at Colorado Springs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Christopher Maurer</td>
<td>General Management</td>
<td>BS University of Texas, Dallas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Francis McCabe</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BS Saint Joseph’s University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Alan Meeks</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>BBA University of Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reginald Clayton Miggins</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BSA University of Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Ann Mitchell</td>
<td>General Management</td>
<td>BA Ohio State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charu Chandrika Narula</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BA University of Kansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakina Snell Neer</td>
<td>General Management/Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>BBA Southern Methodist University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason A. Nunley</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BS Oklahoma State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricky Joseph O’Connor</td>
<td>Strategic Leadership/Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>BBA Dallas Baptist University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earl Richey Owen III</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BBA Abilene Christian University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Ann Page</td>
<td>Strategic Leadership/Marketing</td>
<td>BA Southern Methodist University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmy Langford Pino</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>BBA Southern Methodist University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashutosh Arun Potdar</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BS University of Pune, India          MS Texas Tech University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Douglas Prescott</td>
<td>General Management</td>
<td>BA Ohio State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Albert Richardson</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BBA Southern Methodist University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rene Rodriguez</td>
<td>General Management</td>
<td>BA Rutgers University–Newark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Harle Rogers</td>
<td>General Management</td>
<td>BBA Texas Christian University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin N. Roland</td>
<td>Finance/Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>BS, MS North Carolina State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Roberto Rosales</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BBA Loyola University New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lynn Sala</td>
<td>Strategic Leadership</td>
<td>BS University of Texas, Dallas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jimmy Samuel</td>
<td>General Management</td>
<td>BSE University of Texas, Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prabhakaran Sankaran</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BS Anna University, India             MS University of Texas, Dallas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Randolph Shoup</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BS Trinity University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Joseph Smith</td>
<td>General Management</td>
<td>BS University of North Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Lynn Smith</td>
<td>Strategic Leadership/Marketing</td>
<td>BS Texas Christian University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnathon Andrew Smith</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BA University of Oklahoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katharine Elizabeth Sмоtheron-Tom</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BS Vanderbilt University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Troy Swinehart</td>
<td>General Management</td>
<td>BSEE Ohio University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoang Anh Tarrant</td>
<td>Finance/General Management</td>
<td>BBA Texas Tech University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Wallace Trykoski</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BBA Texas A&amp;M University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Robert Ungarean</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>BBA Southern Methodist University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Charles Van Huysen</td>
<td>Strategy &amp; Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>BA Northwestern University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jeremy Vaughan  Information Technology &  
Operations Management/Marketing  
BAS Dallas Baptist University

Pratima Lakshmi Vempaty  Finance/Marketing  
BS Osmania University, India  
MS C.M. College, India

Ana Maria Visinoni  General Management  
BA University of Texas, Austin

Linda Thu Hang Vo  Strategic Leadership/Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BSBA Oklahoma City University

Nikulas John Wood  Finance/Information Technology & Operations Management  
BS Purdue University

Ning Zou  Finance  
BS, BBA Southern Methodist University

Degree of Master of Science in Accounting

Christina Anne Gray  Accounting  
BBA Southern Methodist University

Bruce Vischer MacFadyen III  Accounting  
BS Taylor University

Jacqueline Michelle Price  Accounting  
BBA University of Texas, Arlington

Gayla Lynette Utley  Accounting  
BBA Texas A&M University

Yioryos Valis  Accounting  
BA Austin College

Julie Marie Wall  Accounting  
BBA Texas Tech University

Degree of Master of Science in Entrepreneurship

Fahad Zahid  Entrepreneurship  
BBA University of Karachi, Pakistan

Eric Christopher Pyhrr  Entrepreneurship  
BA University of Texas, Austin

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING  
Marc P. Christensen and Jeffery L. Kennington, Marshals

Degree of Master of Science

Abbas Muhammad Abbasi  Telecommunications  
BEngr NED University of Engineering & Technology, Karachi, Pakistan

Abhishek Abhishek  Computer Science  
BEngr Visveswarai University, Belgaum, India

Pavani Akundi  Software Engineering  
BS University of Texas, Arlington

Ranya Al Awadhi  Computer Science  
BS Kuwait University

Alicia Gwen Allen  Systems Engineering  
BSME Oklahoma State University

Saani Segale Allen  Systems Engineering  
BS Texas A&M University

Amarendra Alluri  Telecommunications  
BEngr Visveswarai University, Belgaum, India

Elham Ansari  Security Engineering  
BSC University of Tehran, Iran

Shakhi Arthanari  Telecommunications  
BEngr Visveswarai University, Belgaum, India

Jeffery William Auvenshine  Systems Engineering  
BBA Midwestern State University

Nooshin Belganeh  Software Engineering  
BS Razi University, Iran

Royal Deshaun Bell, Sr.  Systems Engineering  
BS University of Southern Mississippi

Aditya Ravindra Bhide  Telecommunications  
BEngr University of Mumbai, India

Thomas William Blakely  Systems Engineering  
BS Texas A&M University

David Joseph Bon  Packaging of Electronic and Optical Devices  
BSEE Gannon University

Ronald Stewart Buckley  Systems Engineering  
BSEE Southern University and A&M College

MBA University of Dallas

Gerardo E. Burciaga  Systems Engineering  
BSEE Texas Christian University

Christopher Michael Carson  Operations Research  
BS United States Air Force Academy

Chungtai James Chou  Systems Engineering  
BS Purdue University
Karen Lynn Cooper  Software Engineering  BS University of Florida  MBA University of South Carolina  
Ryan Foster Cooper  Operations Research  BSEE University of Texas, Austin  
Jessica C. Corea  Operations Research  BS Michigan Technological University  
Jesus Jose Corral  Software Engineering  BS University of Texas, El Paso  
Carleton Jonathan Crawford  Systems Engineering  BSIE University of Arkansas  
Robert Howard Curtis, Jr.  Security Engineering  BS, BS University of Kentucky  
Luigi De Angelis  Systems Engineering  BS Politecnico di Milano, Italy  
Darin Joseph DeRita  Security Engineering  BS University of Texas, Dallas  
Benjamin John Hart Deaver  Software Engineering  BS Trinity University  
Jerome Anthony Demouchet  Systems Engineering  BS Southern University and A&M College  
Eric Shawn Dickson  Security Engineering  BS Central Missouri State University  
Long Si Dong  Systems Engineering  BS DeVry Institute of Technology  
Jonathan David Dunfee  Computer Science  BS The University of the South  
MS Clemson University  
Devin M. Edmiston  Security Engineering  BS Texas Tech University  
Dina Refaat Mahmoud Mohamed El-Sakaan  Computer Science  BS Ain Shams University, Egypt  
Brent Thomas Fitzgibbon  Systems Engineering  BS Texas A&M University  
Hector Javier Fontanes  Software Engineering  BS DeVry Institute of Technology  
Michael Andrew Frizzell  Systems Engineering  BS Texas A&M University  
Brian Keith Fuertenberg  Systems Engineering  BSME University of South Alabama  
Ricardo Gasia Salazar  Telecommunications  BSEE Universidad Simón Bolívar, Venezuela  
Ramya Srisha Goddeti  Computer Science  BS Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, India  
Bharath Kumar Goli  Telecommunications  BS Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, India  
Rafael Dario Gonzalez  Operations Research  BSME Universidad Metropolitana, Venezuela  
MBA University of Dallas  
Ravneet Singh Pritpal Goomber  Telecommunications  BEng University of Mumbai, India  
Elizabeth Ann Grant  Security Engineering  BSC Texas A&M University  
Lee Trevor Green  Systems Engineering  BSME Oklahoma State University  
Nolan E. Haisler, Jr.  Security Engineering  BS, BSEE Texas Tech University  
Kelly Marc Hall  Security Engineering  BS University of Texas, Dallas  
Xue Han  Operations Research  BBA Renmin University of China  
Robert William Harig  Operations Research  BA Citadel Military College of South Carolina  
Richard Lawrence Herschede III  Software Engineering  BSME Colorado State University  
Jerry Don Higginbotham  Systems Engineering  BS Colorado Christian University  
Craig William Hoedebeck  Software Engineering  BS University of Texas, Dallas  
Jeffrey W. Holcomb  Computer Science  BS University of Dallas  
Tyronda M. Hollins  Software Engineering  BS Jackson State University  
Misty Giles Holmes  Systems Engineering  BSEE Southern Methodist University  
Akram M. Hosain  Security Engineering  BS Southeastern Oklahoma State University  
Alan Thomas Huch  Security Engineering  BS University of Southern Mississippi  
Kazad Khodayar Irani  Telecommunications  BEngr University of Mumbai, India  
Abie B. Jacob  Systems Engineering  BS Spring Garden College  
MS Drexel University  
Shahuraj D. JadHAV  Telecommunications  BEng University of Pune, India  
Muaz Jamshed  Software Engineering  BS University of Texas, Dallas  
Aanshik Sharad Jasani  Telecommunications  BEng Dharmesinh Desai Institute of Technology, India  
Rakesh Jetti  Telecommunications  BS Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, India  
Claude Anthony Johnson  Systems Engineering  BSME Prairie View A&M University  
Latanya Andrea Johnson  Manufacturing Systems Management  BS Southern Illinois University Carbondale  
Michael Lee Johnson  Systems Engineering  BS Everglades University  
Sidamouane Keovilay  Systems Engineering  BSEE Florida State University  
Saif Inayat Khan  Telecommunications  BSEE Jamia Millia Islamia, India  
Varun Khanna  Telecommunications  BTech Gurukula Kangri  
Vishwavidyalaya, India  
Rahul Moorthy Koduru  Telecommunications  BEng University of Mumbai, India
Richard Lewis Koshak  Security Engineering
BS University of New Mexico
MSME Texas Tech University

Terry Jason Kratz  Operations Research
BS Gordon College

Naga Silpa Kurupati  Telecommunications
BEng Anna University, India

Venkata Kishore Babu Lakshmisetty  Telecommunications
BEng Anna University, India

Stephen Michael Laphen  Telecommunications
BBA University of Texas, Austin

Amberly J. Lessenger  Systems Engineering
BSME Iowa State University

Ruth Maren Leu  Security Engineering
BS University of Texas, Dallas

Ying-Chong Hedy Leung  Security Engineering
BS Texas Woman’s University

Mark Ranley Lin  Security Engineering
BS Texas A&M University

William R. MacDonald  Software Engineering
BSEE Pennsylvania State University

Dhia Mahjoub  Computer Science
BS National Institute of Applied Science and Technology, Tunisia

Kunal Bharat Malwadkar  Telecommunications
BEng University of Pune, India

Nikhil Milind Mangaokar  Telecommunications
BEng University of Mumbai, India

Mortine S. Martin  Software Engineering
BS Jackson State University

Amanda Jo McBurney  Security Engineering
BS Texas Tech University

Justin Thomas McFarland  Software Engineering
BSC California State University, Northridge

Robert B. McMillan, Jr.  Systems Engineering
BSME University of Texas, El Paso

Karen Elizabeth Meyer  Systems Engineering
BS Texas A&M University

Jeffrey Blake Middleton  Security Engineering
BS University of Evansville

Alixandre Robert Minden  Systems Engineering
BSEE Tri State University

Joseph John Mondragon  Systems Engineering
BSME New Mexico State University

Aditya Mukesh Naik  Telecommunications
BEng University of Mumbai, India

Jeffery Nelson  Systems Engineering
BSEE Lamar University

MSEE Southern Methodist University

Namratha Neppalli  Telecommunications
BS Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, India

Peter Chau Thanh Nguyen  Systems Engineering
BSEE University of Missouri-Rolla

Robert V. Nguyen  Systems Engineering
BSEE University of Texas, Arlington

Tanya Hoanghien Nguyen  Security Engineering
BSC Texas A&M University

Jeffrey Paul Nissen  Systems Engineering
BS Iowa State University

Vishnu Mahesh Palla  Telecommunications
BEng Osmania University, India

Nilay Kumar Vinubhai Patel  Telecommunications
BEng North Maharashtra University, India

Saurabh Ravindra Patil  Telecommunications
BEng University of Mumbai, India

Samuel Yesumanohar Rao Permallo  Telecommunications
BEng University of Mumbai, India

Sirisha Potlabathini  Telecommunications
BS Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, India

Adrian Puga  Systems Engineering
BSC University of Texas, El Paso

Mariya I. Pustovalova  Software Engineering
BA Pace University–New York

Zubeda Quazi  Telecommunications
BS John Brown University

BA Dhaka University, Bangladesh

Navya Raj  Telecommunications
BEng Visveswaraij Technological University, Belgaum, India

Erika Ramirez  Systems Engineering
BSME University of Texas, Pan American

John Richard Ramos  Systems Engineering
BS Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Bhumish Sunil Rawal  Telecommunications
BEng University of Mumbai, India

Nirav S. Rawal  Telecommunications
BEng University of Mumbai, India

Roberto Reta  Security Engineering
BS San Antonio College

Jonathan Huntington Rhea  Operations Research
BS University of North Texas

Shelli Jeanine Richard  Security Engineering
BS Texas A&M University

Peter Charles Rivard  Systems Engineering
BSME University of Texas, Austin

Jaren Wayne Rogers  Software Engineering
BS University of Arizona

William Armstatt Rogers, Jr.  Systems Engineering
BS United States Naval Academy

MBA Brenau University

Adam Lee Rosssier  Systems Engineering
BS University of Texas, Arlington

Cynthia L. Russell  Security Engineering
BS University of West Florida

Khizer Saeed  Telecommunications
BEng NED University of Engineering & Technology, Karachi, Pakistan

Laurentina Jimenez Sanchez  Systems Engineering
BSME University of Texas, Austin

Glenn A. Schools  Systems Engineering
BS University of Texas, Arlington

Aaron James Shaha  Security Engineering
BS University of Wisconsin–Green Bay
Javed Ahmed Shaikh  Telecommunications  
BEngr University of Mumbai, India

Sapna Sharma  Telecommunications  
BS Institute of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers, India

Suzanne Shelton  Security Engineering  
BS University of North Texas

Wesley L. Smith  Systems Engineering  
BSC Texas A&M University

James Merrill Somerville  Telecommunications  
BS Colorado State University

Michael Alan Sonntag  Software Engineering  
BSEE University of Texas, Arlington

Ramya Srungavarapu  Telecommunications  
BS Jaypee University of Information Technology, India

Christopher John Stokes  Software Engineering  
BS California State University, San Bernardino

Balamurugan Subramanian  Applied Science  
BS University of Madras, India

MS, MS Bharathiar University, India

Christopher Martin Sword  Software Engineering  
BSEE South Dakota State University

Rupalbhen R. Taillor  Computer Science  
BEng South Gujarat University, India

Simon P. Thomas  Systems Engineering  
BA University of Texas, Austin

Abhijit Prakash Tilak  Computer Science  
BEng University of Mumbai, India

Anh Minh Tran  Software Engineering  
BS Texas Tech University

Chintan Bhupesh Trivedi  Telecommunications  
BEng University of Mumbai, India

Erica Lasha Tucker  Systems Engineering  
BS Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical University

John Valentino II  Software Engineering  
BS, BM Texas Christian University

Pradeep Vandrangi  Telecommunications  
BEngr Anna University, India

Vladimir Vanegas  Software Engineering  
BS SUNY at New Paltz

Ashwin Venkataramana Velapanur  Computer Science  
BEng Visveswaryaiah Technological University, Belgaum, India

Jose E. Velarde  Systems Engineering  
BS DeVry Institute of Technology

Bhargav Vemulapalli  Telecommunications  
BS Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, India

Vikas Venkatachala  Telecommunications  
BEng Visveswaryaiah Technological University, Belgaum, India

Urin L. Wade II  Telecommunications  
BS Stockton State College

Jay Andrew Warren  Systems Engineering  
BS Pennsylvania State University

Yanzhu Wen  Computer Science  
BEng, ME Xi’an Jiaotong University, China

Thomas Joseph Werner  Security Engineering  
BS United States Military Academy

MS University of Texas, Dallas

Elena White  Systems Engineering  
BS Texas Wesleyan University

Jeffrey Jay Wiley  Security Engineering  
BS Park College

MS Bowie State University

Shaun Barry Willows  Software Engineering  
BS Monash University

Juanita Valencia Winfrey  Software Engineering  
BS Southern University and A&M College

MA University of Phoenix

David Wu  Systems Engineering  
BS Beijing Institute of Technology, China

MS University of Houston–Clear Lake

Dilip R. Yaddula  Telecommunications  
BEngr Anna University, India

Degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Mehreen Halani  Civil Engineering

Degree of Master of Science in Computer Engineering

David Lindsey King  Computer Engineering  
BSC Texas A&M University
Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

David Jeremy Aparicio  Electrical Engineering  
BS Baylor University  
Michael John Buynak  Electrical Engineering  
BS Southern Methodist University  
Alberto Garcia  Electrical Engineering  
BSEE Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
Chen-Wei Huang  Electrical Engineering  
BS Fu Jen Catholic University, Taiwan  
Srividiya Phanee Sistla  Electrical Engineering  
BS Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, India  
Rakshith Isamudrada Nagiah  Electrical Engineering  
BEngr Visveswaraiah Technological University, Belgaum, India  
Brett Kenneth Johnstone  Electrical Engineering  
BSEE Southern Methodist University  
Nitin Malhotra  Electrical Engineering  
BTech Uttar Pradesh Technical University, India  
Morgan Sean McCright  Electrical Engineering  
BSEE Southern Methodist University  
Amritpal Singh Mundra  Electrical Engineering  
BEngr University of Pune, India  
Bryan D. Rodriguez  Electrical Engineering  
BS, BSEE Southern Methodist University  

Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management

Yamen Mustafa Alsulami  Engineering Management  
BS King Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia  
Brandon Collyer Ammons  Engineering Management  
BS Tuskegee University  
Carlos A. Ballesteros  Engineering Management  
BS Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey, Mexico  
Blaze Delano Barbre  Engineering Management  
BS University of Florida  
James H. Bolin  Engineering Management  
BS Excelsior College  
BA Columbia College  
Richard A. Bonnett  Engineering Management  
BSEE Northern Arizona University  
Brian Dean Bouguilllon  Engineering Management  
BS University of Texas, Arlington  
Reginald Lamont Bussles  Engineering Management  
BSEE Tennessee State University  
Christopher Michael Carson  Engineering Management  
BS United States Air Force Academy  
Jeffrey Christopher Cook  Engineering Management  
BSME Texas A&M University  
Gina Marie Lungaro Cunningham  Engineering Management  
BS University of Arkansas  
Francisco Elizondo  Engineering Management  
BS Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey, Mexico  
Dionne Roosevelt Gilmore  Engineering Management  
BS Spelman College  
BSME Georgia Institute of Technology  
Bennie J. Gore  Engineering Management  
BSEE Georgia Institute of Technology  
Richard Gary Grashel II  Engineering Management  
BS DeVry Institute of Technology  
Daniel Brent Halsted  Engineering Management  
BS United States Air Force Academy  
Charles Theodore Haseman  Engineering Management  
BS Regis University  
Kimberly Renee Johnson  Engineering Management  
BSEE University of Texas, Arlington  
Dow O’Neil Martin  Engineering Management  
BS Texas A&M University  
Mariah Diane McElroy  Engineering Management  
BS University of Texas, Austin  
MS Southern Methodist University  
Alaa Khalid Oraif  Engineering Management  
BS King Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia  
Jeffrey Kyle Owens  Engineering Management  
BSEE University of Texas, Dallas  
John Michael Peterson  Engineering Management  
BSME Kansas State University  
Veronica Pirana  Engineering Management  
BS University of Texas, El Paso  
Royce Patrick Resoso  Engineering Management  
BS Saint John's University  
Tony Brandon Sprawl  Engineering Management  
BSME University of Louisiana at Lafayette  
MSME Texas A&M University  
Byron Keith Wells  Engineering Management  
BS Grambling State University  
Marcus Anthony Williams  Engineering Management  
BS Jackson State University
Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Engineering

Khadija Hasan Al Braik  Environmental Engineering
BSIE Northeastern University

Jacob Anton Clements  Environmental Engineering
BSEnvE Southern Methodist University

Lauren Margaret Goodson  Environmental Engineering
BSN Southern Methodist University

Chenbo Huang  Environmental Engineering
BSEnvE Jiangsu University, China

Jennifer Monique Moyer  Environmental Engineering
BS Texas Tech University

Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Science

Jason Michael Anderson  Hazardous & Waste Materials Management
BS University of Houston–Clear Lake

Allison DeWolfe Busby  Environmental Science
BA University of Texas, Dallas

Degree of Master of Science in Facilities Management

Arturo Hernández Espinosa  Facilities Management
BSCivE Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey, Mexico

Armando Jose Martinez  Facilities Management
BS Texas A&M University

Rodrigo Rojas-Saucedo  Facilities Management
BSCivE Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey, Mexico

Degree of Master of Science in Information Engineering and Management

Riam M. Aleryani  Information Engineering & Management
BS Portland State University

Luis Alberto Camarillo  Information Engineering & Management
BS, BA Texas A&M University

Arturo Cantu-Cardenas  Information Engineering & Management
BSISE Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey, Mexico

Kiran Gopal  Information Engineering & Management
BEngr Bangalore University, India

Razan Mohmmad Kattoo  Information Engineering & Management
BS King Abdullah University, Saudi Arabia

Sara Michelle Meyer  Information Engineering & Management
BS Trinity University

Elias Tarek Nawas  Information Engineering & Management
BSCS Lebanese American University, Lebanon

Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Gilbert Chahine  Mechanical Engineering
BS American University of Beirut, Lebanon

Jessie Lee Hairgrove  Mechanical Engineering
BS, BSME Southern Methodist University

Maher Mahmoud Handan  Mechanical Engineering
BME Philadelphia University, Jordan

Vinay Krishnappa  Mechanical Engineering
BS Bangalore University, India

John Fernando Navarro Leyva  Mechanical Engineering
BSME Pontificia Universidad Catolica, Peru
IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Héctor H. Rivera, Marshal

Degree of Master of Arts in Dispute Resolution

Amie Augenstein  Dispute Resolution
BA Southern Methodist University
Tammy Wilson Cangelose  Dispute Resolution
BA Austin College
Ann Rita Chao  Dispute Resolution
BA Austin College
Gary Ricardo Clayton  Dispute Resolution
BS University of Colorado at Boulder
MS Southern Methodist University
Jennifer Lauren Engler-Key  Dispute Resolution
BA Bethany College
Reagan Marie Heine  Dispute Resolution
BS Texas A&M University
Patricia A. Kagerer  Dispute Resolution
BA Regis University
Richard B. Lesky  Dispute Resolution
BS University of Kansas
Bridget Apeh Okpa  Dispute Resolution
BA University of North Texas
BS Texas Woman's University
Andrew Grant Polunsky  Dispute Resolution
BA Southern Methodist University
Ron Rickmers  Dispute Resolution
BA University of Kansas
MBA Baker University
Donna K. Roper  Dispute Resolution
BA University of Texas, Dallas
Connie Elizabeth Rounaville  Dispute Resolution
BS Upper Iowa University
Joycelyn Denise Sees  Dispute Resolution
BA University of North Texas
Alan West Shaw  Dispute Resolution
BS University of Louisiana
Stacy E. Winsett  Dispute Resolution
BS LeTourneau University

Degree of Master of Bilingual Education

Erick Bautista Alvarez  Bilingual Education Gifted Concentration
BA Dallas Baptist University
LaShuandra McShae Jones  Bilingual Education
BA Clark Atlanta University
Ricardo Paz Mendoza  Bilingual Education
BM, MM University of Texas, El Paso
Alexandra Michelle Sabate  Bilingual Education
BA Tulane University
Maria Totsuka  Bilingual Education
BBA Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey, Mexico

Degree of Master of Education

Megan Elizabeth Adams  Education
BS Southern Methodist University
Kristin Alicia Aubel  Education
BA University of North Texas
Lindsay Katherine Bock  Education
BA University of Texas, Dallas
Camille Marie Bryan  Education
BS Stephen F. Austin State University
Ruth Moore Cobb  Education
BA Baylor University
Brett Allison Cooper  Education
BS University of Oklahoma
Nana Dragania  Education
BA Tbilisi State Institute of Foreign Languages, Republic of Georgia
Leah J. Friedman  Education
BA Rollins College
Shannon Marie Green  Education
BA University of Texas, Dallas
Vicki Dawn Green  Education
BA University of Texas, Dallas
Callie Lisenby Griffin  Education
BS Vanderbilt University
Michelle Renee Hutchison  Education
BA Texas Tech University
Joonam Joyce In  Education
BBA Baylor University
Bethany Nicole Johnson  Education
BA Southern Methodist University
Lisa M. Johnson  Education
BA Texas Tech University
Kameron Leigh Jones  Education
BS University of North Texas
Mary Pulsifer Kinahan  Education
BA Southern Connecticut State University
Callie N. Klaassen  Education
BS Baylor University
Elizabeth Childrey LaGow  Education
BA The College of William & Mary
Lindsey Michelle Martin  Education
BA Texas A&M University
Kimberly Renae Miller  Education  
BS Texas Tech University  
Tina Marie Moore  Education  
BA Texas Tech University  
Ann Elizabeth Neubach  Education  
BA Southern Methodist University  
Erah Lynn Newman  Education  
BA Trinity University  
Mary Jean Ayres Oman  Education  
BS Southern Connecticut State University  
Erin Rabenhorst  Education  
BA Louisiana State University  
Randi M. Summer  Education  
BS Lehigh University  

Elizabeth L. Svadlenak  Education  
BA University of Mississippi  
Suzanne Marie Sweazy  Education  
BA Southern Methodist University  
Jessica Nickel Tessler  Education  
BA San Francisco State University  
Tara Rolandelli Vaughn  Education  
BA Brigham Young University  
Xuejie Wang  Education  
BA Sichuan International Studies University, China  
MA Sichuan University, China  
Elizabeth Susan Wreford  Education  
BS Texas Christian University  

Jennifer J. Wright  Education  
BA Southern Methodist University  

Degree of Master of Liberal Arts  
Hong Zhao Bass  Liberal Arts  
MD Beijing Medical School, China  
PhD Stanford University  
Donna James-Harvey  Liberal Arts  
BA Concordia College  
Allen L. Nobles  Liberal Arts  
BSS Southern Methodist University  
Carol Shenell Reed  Liberal Arts  
BH Southern Methodist University  

Andrea Lenee Simmons  Liberal Arts  
BA Olivet Nazarene University  
James Michael Smith  Liberal Arts  
BA University of Texas, Arlington  
Mary Alison Snow  Liberal Arts  
BA New York University  
Wayne James Wagener  Liberal Arts  
AB University of Georgia  
Alison Michelle Zollinger  Liberal Arts  
BA Southern Methodist University  

Degree of Master of Liberal Studies  
Sarah Allison Chism  Liberal Studies  
BA Southern Methodist University  
Patrick Ray Myers  Liberal Studies  
BS Texas A&M University–Commerce  
Barbara Ann Parker  Liberal Studies  
BA University of Texas, Dallas  
Anna Mallett Stewart  Liberal Studies  
BS Davidson College  

Degree of Master of Science in Counseling  
Sabeen M. Madni  Counseling  
BS University of North Texas  
Maggie Garris Morganfield  Counseling  
BA University of Richmond  
Maria-Jose Recinos  Counseling  
BS Southern Methodist University  
Naumita Rishi  Counseling  
BA, MA, MA in Philosophy Kurukshetra University, India  
Jessica Leigh Vollbrecht  Counseling  
BA Southern Methodist University
IN THE GUILDHALL AT SMU, LINDA AND MITCH HART eCENTER

Gary K. Brubaker, Marshal

Certificate in Digital Game Development

Matthew Auen  Specialization in Level Design
Ian Hunter Dorman  Specialization in Art Creation
Anthony Taylor Fernandes  Specialization in Software Development
BS University of Central Oklahoma
Paul W. Lockett  Specialization in Level Design
Jesse Mercer  Specialization in Art Creation
Daniel Petway  Specialization in Level Design
Casey McAllister Smith  Specialization in Level Design
BA SUNY Fredonia

Master of Interactive Technology

Jeff L. Briggs  Digital Game, Software Development
BS California State University, Sacramento
Thesis: "Physics-Based Gameplay"

Charles Adam Butler  Digital Game, Level Design
BSBA Tennessee Technological University
MBA Tennessee State University
Thesis: “The Effect of Success Versus Other Players on the Perception of Fun”

Jane Chung  Digital Game, Level Design
BS University of Pennsylvania
Thesis: “Level Legibility: A Practical Exploration of Player Wayfinding Techniques”

Anthony Damiani  Digital Game, Art Creation
BA University of Michigan
Thesis: "Recreating Film Visual Effects in Games”

Matthew Worth Higgins  Digital Game, Art Creation
BS John Brown University
Thesis: “Weapon Weight Dependent Animations”

Jessica Wyckoff Hirsh  Digital Game, Art Creation
BS Southern Oregon University
Thesis: “Art Style: A Powerful and Influential Medium”

Jason Hise  Digital Game, Software Development
BS Bowling Green State University Firelands
Thesis: “Compiler and Virtual Machine for the Cell Processor”

Thomas Michael Hoeg  Digital Game, Level Design
BSE, MS Case Western Reserve University

Alexander Karlsson  Digital Game, Art Creation
BA Arizona State University
Thesis: “Creative Concept Art and Understanding and Communicating Character”

Sven Karsten Knutson  Digital Game, Software Development
BS Biola University
Thesis: “Arbitrary Object Destruction in Real Time”

Xiaochang Liu  Digital Game, Art Creation
BFA University of North Texas
Thesis: Narrative at First Glance”

Walter Lucman  Digital Game, Software Development
BS University of Wisconsin–Madison
Thesis: “Style Curve Guided Inverse Kinematics for Procedural Animation in Badminton Gameplay”

Jonathan E. Martin  Digital Game, Software Development
BS Lehigh University
Thesis: “Real-time Crowd Simulation”

Amy Elizabeth Pickens  Digital Game, Art Creation
BA Ouachita Baptist University
Thesis: “Character Design with Variety and Purpose”

Ronald A. Power  Digital Game, Art Creation
BA Texas A&M University
MA Texas Tech University

Tyler James Robertson  Digital Game, Software Development
BSC, BSEE University of Missouri
Thesis: “Terrain Streaming on the Playstation 3”

Chris William Schmelze  Digital Game, Software Development
BS Clemson University
Thesis: “Multi-threaded Terrain Ray Tracing”

Mark Stephen Simpson  Digital Game, Art Creation
BA University of Denver
Thesis: “First Versus Third Person Narrative”

Sarai Dominique Smallwood  Digital Game, Art Creation
BA University of Dallas
Thesis: “Lighting in Unreal 3”
Erin Michelle Spencer  
Digital Game, Software Development  
BS Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute  

Erik Sunderland  
Digital Game, Software Development  
BS California State University, Chico  
Thesis: “Thread-Safe Quadtree”

Marek Vojtko  
Digital Game, Software Development  
BS, MS Upper Austria University of Applied Sciences, Austria  
Thesis: “Procedural Forest Generation”

Christopher B. Wood  
Digital Game, Art Creation  
BS John Brown University  
Thesis: “Creating Custom Rigs in 3DS Max”

Kevin Chen-Chaun Wu  
Digital Game, Software Development  
BS University of California, Irvine  
Thesis: “Procedural City Generation Tool”

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES  
Anthony J. Cortese and Kathy J. Hayes, Marshals

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Brian Michael Adams  
Foreign Languages: Spanish

Dara Azalia Ake  
Political Science/Spanish

Sutton Lane Alford  
Spanish With Honors

Nazish Mushtaq Ali  
Psychology

Toni L. Andrews  
Anthropology/Psychology

Jessica Araiza  
Psychology

David Eugene Arledge, Jr.  
Markets & Culture

McKenzie Elise Barnes  
Psychology

Kathryn Patricia Beal  
Markets & Culture

Daniel James Bland  
English with Creative Writing Specialization/Philosophy

Amanda M. Blythe  
Psychology

Brandon Tyrell Bonds  
Sociology

Caitlin Ennis Booker  
History With Honors

Melissa Nicole Bradford  
English

Leah Marie Bray  
Anthropology

Benjamin Guest Brown  
Economics

Blair Christian Brown  
English

Natalie Frances Brown  
Psychology

Helen Lee Bush  
History

Hillary Ellen Butt  
Psychology

Christine Marie Cannon  
International Studies

Courtney Meade Carpenter  
Psychology/Spanish

Christian Lutcher Carrere  
Markets & Culture

Michael Dale Carrington  
English

Samantha Louise Cavanaugh  
International Studies

*Christopher Paul Chambers  
Biological Sciences

Vincent R. Chase  
History

James Travis Clark, Jr.  
Geology

Brian Espinosa Cole  
Economics

Sean Alejandro Corcoran  
Markets & Culture

Katherine Elizabeth Crane  
Psychology

Lauren Ashley Culpeper  
English

Jennifer Ami Cyr  
Political Science

Annaliese A. D’Arcy  
Psychology

Daniel F. DiFonzo  
Economics

Elizabeth Grayson Donosky  
History

Jimmeca Larquel Dorsey  
Sociology

Frank Russell Douglass III  
Sociology

Lynsey Leigh Duke  
Political Science

Sean Leeth Dunne  
Economics

Brandon Paul Duquette  
Spanish

Esmeralda Duran  
English/Foreign Languages: French With Honors

Jonathan Michael Evans  
Economics

Brett Anthony Falcone  
Spanish

John William Faubel  
Political Science

Michael S. Formanek  
Economics

Adam Joseph Furtwengler  
Psychology With Honors

Judith Amanda Garza  
Chemistry With Honors

Kristen Victoria Gasca  
Psychology

Jennie Lee Germany  
Sociology

Rachel M. Giubilato  
Psychology/Sociology

Clay Michael Glendenning  
Political Science

Georgia Martha Godfrey  
Psychology/Spanish

Brittany Victoria Gonzalez  
Anthropology

Julia Morrow Gossard  
History With Honors

Matthew Roberts Gray  
Anthropology/Sociology

Brandon Jerard Green  
History

Jennifer Ann Guerrero  
Spanish

Kelley Catherine Gunderheimer  
Psychology/Religious Studies With Honors

Jamie Lynn Guthrie  
Psychology With Honors

Erin Nicole Hagan  
Spanish

David W. Haynes, Jr.  
English with Creative Writing Specialization

Andrew Cole Heller  
English

Jessie Earl Henderson, Jr.  
Sociology

* Additional major awarded for previously earned degree
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Molly Diane Herod  French
Alexandra Madeleine Hill  International Studies
    With Honors
Sarah Spitzer Hobbs  English
Kevin Greene Hogan  Markets & Culture
Jessica Leigh Hosking  Psychology
Erich Anthony Hothem  Psychology
Ching-Ying Huang  English with
    Creative Writing Specialization
    With Honors
Kevin Irwin  Political Science
Brian Patrick Jacobowski  Public Policy
John Harvey Jardine  English/History
    With Honors
Ashton Marie Jeter  Psychology
    With Honors
Kyle Edward Johnston, Jr.  Markets & Culture
Kathryn McKernan Kaiser  Economics
Hope Rogers Karney  Philosophy
Kelly Virginia Keefe  Sociology
Kay-Lee Marchelle Kelldorf  Psychology
Mary Munro Kelso  International Studies
    With Honors
Jennifer Forsythe Kennedy  Foreign Languages: Italian
Charles Joseph Khatif Levy  International Studies
Elhaum Khobabay  Psychology
Matthew P. Koziar  English
Jeffrey Price Krigel  History
Benjamin Matthias Lampert II  Psychology
Olivia Shae Lauraine Ybarra  Anthropology
    With Honors
Kim Thien Le  Biological Sciences
Anna Kathyn Lee  History/Political Science
Emilia Berenice León  Latin American Studies/Spanish
Julia Silven Levy  Religious Studies
Sean Jonathan Lobo  Sociology
Eric Thomas London  Public Policy
Ashley Hope Luther  Sociology
Molly McBride Macatee  Sociology
Adam J. Maib  Political Science
Rachel Amelia Mantzuranis  Psychology
Lisa Camille Massey  Religious Studies
Wilton P. McCray  Sociology
Maygan Michelle McKool  Psychology
Susan Michele Miller  Sociology
Jonathan Eric Millstein  English
Allison Elizabeth Morgan  Philosophy
Christina Lee Mountz  English
Caroline Elizabeth Randolph Neal  Psychology
Carla Marnie Nichols  Anthropology
Joy Eileen Noack  English with
    Creative Writing Specialization
    With Honors
Megan Ashley Parker  Political Science
Chauncey Aleace Parks  Sociology
Cristina Elizabeth Parra  Sociology
Roushanac Partovi  International Studies
Chris Jared Paul  Political Science
Ilyssa Danielle Pettigrew  Sociology
Jeffrey Russell Quilhot  Political Science
Judith Rangel  Spanish
Patrick Johannes Raschle  German/Spainish
    With Honors
Kathleen Anne Roberts  Sociology
Julie Ann Ross  Psychology
Jennifer Candace Ryan  Sociology
Sommer Saadi  History
    With Honors
Christopher Paul Salas  Markets & Culture
Kyle William Samouce  Economics/Markets & Culture
Leah Rebecca Sanchez  Psychology
Sarah Louise Schendel  Biological Sciences/
    Psychology
Tiffney Elaine Shaw  Psychology
Jessica Dianne Siegel  Anthropology/
    Political Science
Simone Amber Skinner  Psychology
Jonathan M. Sledge  Economics
Ross Campbell Smeltzer  History
    With Honors
Jeffrey Neal Smith  English
Carlos Augusto Strunz  Sociology
*Rebecca Elizabeth Trevino  Markets & Culture
Allison Leigh Uhler  English
Celina Maria Valiente Velasco
Yuritza Massiel Vargas  Psychology/Sociology
Lisa Marie Vasquez  Biological Sciences
Sichao Wang  Psychology
Alexander Weckiewicz  Chemistry
Maude Laird Werlin  Sociology
Catarina Emma Wilcox  Sociology
Lee Elizabeth Wilkinson  English
Daniel Edward Wilson  Political Science
Susan Ashley Winder  English with
    Creative Writing Specialization
    With Honors
Adam Hoffman Woods  Psychology

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Jason Scott Arnold  Economics with
    Finance Applications
Jacob Cohan Barnes  Biological Sciences
Anthony Joseph Bednarczyk  Economics with
    Finance Applications
Philip Chang  Economics with Finance Applications
Zijun Chen  Economics with Finance Applications
Mary Elizabeth Cole  Mathematics
Sarah Jane Coleman  Economics with
    Finance Applications
Christopher Reid Conrad  Economics with
    Finance Applications
Alexander Anthony Copp  Economics with
    Finance Applications

* Additional major awarded for previously earned degree
Guy H. Downer  Economics with Finance Applications
William Pierce Elvington  Economics with Finance Applications
Brett Anthony Falcone  Economics with Finance Applications
Danilo Faria Coelho Da Silva  Economics with Finance Applications
Andrew Robert Galloway  Economics with Finance Applications
Judith Amanda Garza  Mathematics
Mehreen Halani  Mathematics
Allen Woodward Haley III  Mathematics
Munasir Fazal Harhara  Mathematics
Henry Wyche Hunter  Economics with Finance Applications
Michael Alexander Jackson  Economics with Finance Applications
Brian Patrick Jacobowski  Economics with Finance Applications
Matthew P. Kozar  Economics with Finance Applications
Jeffrey Price Krigel  Economics with Finance Applications
Wei-Tzu Lin  Economics with Finance Applications
Eric Thomas London  Economics with Finance Applications
Ashok Mani  Economics with Finance Applications
Maria Cristina Milla  Economics with Finance Applications
Joseph James Minahan III  Economics with Finance Applications
Nadeem Parvez Monga  Economics with Finance Applications
Vincent Najera, Jr.  Economics with Finance Applications
Marcel Ife Northington  Economics with Finance Applications
Jose J. Perez, Jr.  Economics with Finance Applications
Joshua M. Price  Mathematics
Judith Rangel  Economics with Finance Applications
Michael Thomas Reinbold, Jr.  Economics with Finance Applications
Sean Taylor Rizzieri  Economics with Finance Applications
Robert Mace Rogers  Geophysics
Leah Rebecca Sanchez  Sociology
Matthew Carl Schlosser  Mathematics
Joshua Aaron Sheppard  Economics with Finance Applications
Adolfo Solares  Economics with Finance Applications
Jeffrey Daniel Spector  Economics with Finance Applications
Ryan Elizabeth Squires  Economics with Finance Applications
Ryan Christopher Strider  Mathematics
Stuart Taylor Viele  Economics with Finance Applications
Megan Katherine Voss  Statistical Science
Alexander Weckiewicz  Mathematics/Physics
Thomas Christian Whitfield  Economics with Finance Applications
Jordan Phillip Zepeda  Economics with Finance Applications
Mark Brent Zimmer, Jr.  Economics with Finance Applications

Degree of Bachelor of Humanities

Amanda K. Davis  Humanities

Degree of Bachelor of Social Sciences

Deborah Marie Dennis  Social Sciences
With Honors

Teresa Yvonne Venable  Social Sciences
With Honors

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Robert Frank, Marshal

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Sanah Zehra Ali  Advertising
Ellen Brooke Baker  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Mary Lauren Barberio  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Hillary Christine Barnard  Advertising
Aditya Bhandari Advertising
Jennifer Nichole Blackman Advertising With Honors
Elizabeth Horne Cappon Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Edgar Cardozo Rivera Advertising With Honors
Diego Andres Contreras Torreblanca Advertising With Honors
Sadia I. Cooper Advertising With Honors
Miguel Angel Correa Cinema-Television
Christopher Collins Currie Art History
Nikay Grace Delaloye Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Lynsey Leigh Duke Journalism
Shalisha La’Shawn Galloway Journalism
Brian Anthony Garland Cinema-Television
Michelle Christine Gillespie Journalism
Ashley Ackerson Gilroy Journalism With Honors
Sarah Herrington Griffin Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Erin Nicole Hagan Journalism With Honors
Matthew Taylor Harp Advertising
Carly Erin Hendricks Advertising
Ann Woodruff Hughes Art History
Michael Brian Johnson Advertising
Claire Christy Jurkiewicz Journalism
Nima Surajlal Kapadia Journalism With Honors
Sarah Camille Lagro Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Emilia Berenice León Advertising
Zoie Cristina Liotta Advertising With Honors
Travis Jay Mabrey Cinema-Television With Honors
Kyle Daniel McCook Advertising
Katherine Marie McCormick Advertising
Emily Anne McKenzie Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Andrew Joseph McKinney Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Jamie Nicole McKinnon Advertising
Elizabeth Brett Miller Art History
Erica Munguia Cinema-Television
Katherine Sarah Ochsman Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Maia Elizabeth Myriam Ore-Abitbol Molina Cinema-Television
Lee Anthony Pace Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
James Palmer Phillips Advertising
Mica Lynn Pirie Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Caitlin Elizabeth Rainbird Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Christopher Reese Raley Music With Honors
Noelle Marguerite Robillard Corporate Communications & Public Affairs With Honors
Sommer Saadi Journalism With Honors
Anthony Dale Sanchez Communication Arts: Public Relations
Maura Elizabeth Seery Art History
Simone Amber Skinner Advertising With Honors
Matthew Charles Stevens Cinema-Television
Hunter Preston Stuart Cinema-Television
Tyler Tinsley Cinema-Television
Allison Leigh Uhler Advertising
Amber Elise Venz Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Alexandra Lee Whitbeck Advertising
Carey Elizabeth White Advertising
Donald Joseph Wyar, Jr. Journalism

Halei Alexandra Young Advertising

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Travis Stephen Acreman Theatre With Honors
Erika Lieschen Briel Art History
Sasha Brianne Garza Art With Honors
Brittney Nicole Honora Dance Performance With Honors
Charity Michelle Miller Theatre

Degree of Bachelor of Music

Christina April Harpine Violin Performance
Jessica Robin Sipple Music Education
Daniel Harrison Webb Voice Performance
Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration

Wail Abdulazie Alahmed  Finance
Rachel Aldous  Finance
Stephanie Alston  Finance
Joshua Bailey Barron  Accounting
John E. Beaumont  Financial Consulting
Anthony Joseph Bednarczyk  Finance
Brett David Bekavac  Finance
Kristin Marion Benners  Marketing
William D. Bonilla III  Finance
Benjamin Lee Briggs  Financial Consulting
Patrick Cody Bukowitz  Finance
Hunter Campbell Cardwell  Finance
Matthew Charles Citron  Real Estate Finance
Christopher R. Coleman  Finance
With Honors
Diego Andres Contreras Torreblanca  Marketing
With Honors
Sadia I. Cooper  Finance
Adrienne Sharletha Cottingham  Management
Aleem A. Dhall  Finance
Gena Marie Duncan  Finance
Brandon Paul Duquette  Finance
Katherine Therese Dziduch  General Business
Jonathan Estrada  Finance
With Honors
Danilo Faria Coelho Da Silva  Finance
With Honors
Arwed Alexander Fischer  Finance
Rachael M. Forish  Accounting
Jessica Leigh Franceschini  Marketing
Kristen Victoria Gasca  Marketing
Matthew Edwin Gilleland  Marketing
With Honors
Hunter Ford Gilliland  General Business
Benjamin Ray Gunnels  Finance
Katherine Nicole Hall  Marketing
With Honors
Justin Phillip Hinds  Finance
Brittney Nicole Honora  Finance
With Honors
Kyle Emerson Hoxie  Accounting
Benjamin John Hurt  Management
Brian Patrick Jacobowski  Finance
With Honors
Jeffrey B. Johns  Marketing
Charles Houston Johnson, Jr.  Finance
With Honors
Anna Viktorovna Kuznetsova  Finance
With Honors
Charles Grayson Lowrey  Real Estate Finance
Maria Mahmood  Accounting
Ashok Mani  Finance
Milena Lvovna Matevosova  Finance
William Harrison Merrill, Jr.  Finance
Daniel Eric Miner  Finance
With Honors
Elizabeth Ashley Moore  Finance
Jayson R. Nath  Marketing
With Honors
Caroline Elizabeth Randolph Neal  Management
Minna R. Peracha  Real Estate Finance
With Honors
Jonathan Edward Purgason  Finance
Hassan Rabbani  Finance
Hussain Rana  Finance
Patrick Johannes Raschle  Management
With Honors
Jessica Michelle Requa  Accounting
Luiz Phillipe Rizental  Finance
Sean Taylor Rizzieri  Finance
Joel L. Sartain  Finance
Hugh Trent Sawyer  Management
Shabeena Shahnawaz  Accounting
Joshua Aaron Sheppard  Financial Consulting
With Honors
Nathan Alex Sims  Finance
With Honors
Jonathan M. Sledge  Accounting
With Honors
Brent Wesley Turner  Management
Martha Tatiana Vertiz Moran  Marketing
With Honors
Xiaoping Wang-Schneringer  Accounting
Preston Dillon Ward  Finance
Karan Singh Wazir  Finance
Drew Lowell Wellsfry  Finance
Paul Andrew Williams  Finance
Matthew McCauley Young  Marketing
Jordan Phillip Zeppeda  Finance
IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Margaret H. Dunham, Marshal

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Christopher Reese Raley  Computer Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science

James Henry Frazier IV  Computer Science
Juan Carlos Gonzalez  Management Science
Allen Woodward Haley III  Management Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Mathew Lowell Busby  Civil Engineering
Mehreen Halani  Civil Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Kathryn Naomi Patterson  Computer Engineering
With Honors
Ronny G. Rodenberg  Computer Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

William Pierce Elvington  Electrical Engineering
With Honors
Kye Sug Han  Electrical Engineering
Alexandra Madeleine Hill  Electrical Engineering
With Honors
Christopher Dale Roberts  Electrical Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Nelson Timothy Hernandez  Environmental Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mary Elizabeth Cole  Mechanical Engineering
Rachel Lee Cooper  Mechanical Engineering
Xavier Alejandro Figueroa  Mechanical Engineering
Ana Marida Flenoy  Mechanical Engineering
Munasir Fazal Harbara  Mechanical Engineering
Lauren Elizabeth Kasper  Mechanical Engineering
Julie Elizabeth Pollard  Mechanical Engineering
Joshua M. Price  Mechanical Engineering
Deana Lee Singelton  Mechanical Engineering
Ryan Christopher Strider  Mechanical Engineering
Peter Tucker Strong  Mechanical Engineering
Jeffrey Donald Way  Mechanical Engineering

The December portion of the program contains the names of candidates for degrees and honors. Inclusion in the program does not constitute evidence of completion of degrees or honors requirements.
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Recipients for Degrees

in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Ana Irina Firăn  Physics
Diploma Universitatea Craiova, Romania
Dissertation: “Searches for New Physics Using the Atlas Detector”
Advisers: Ryszard Stroynowski, Jingbo Ye

Md. Ziaul Haque  Computational and Applied Mathematics
BS, MS Jahangirnagar University, Bangladesh
MS Indiana University of Pennsylvania
MA University of Pittsburgh
Adviser: Peter Kimball Moore

Abdullah Kumus  Economics
BS Bogazici University, Turkey
MS Oklahoma State University
Adviser: Daniel Millimet

Pavel Zarthitsky  Physics
Diploma Belorussian State University
Dissertation: “Search for Supersymmetry in a Three Lepton Plus Jets Signature”
Adviser: Robert L. Kehoe

IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Thomas H. Morris  Computer Engineering
BSEE Texas A&M University
MSCpE Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Private Computing on Public Platforms”
Adviser: Sukumaran Nair

Yi Zeng  Electrical Engineering
BSEE Harbin Institute of Technology, China
MSEE Nanjing University, China
Dissertation: “Automatic Knowledge-Based Classification and Modeling System for IP Network”
Adviser: Thomas M. Chen

William Evan Westermann  Computer Science
BA Lewis & Clark College
MS California State University, Sacramento
Dissertation: “A Methodology and Model to Develop Complex Systems from Requirement Networks”
Advisers: David W. Matula, Jerrell T. Stracener

Peiqing Zhu  Electrical Engineering
BSEE Shanghai University, China
MSEE Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
MSEE University of Texas, Arlington
Adviser: Ping Gui
IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Degree of Master of Divinity

Kathy Evans  
BA, BS Calumet College of St. Joseph  
Hazelina Anita Jackson  
BS Hampton University  
Terrie Ann Jenkins  
BA Louisiana Tech University  
MSW Louisiana State University  
and A&M College

Sandra Denise Jones  
BS Texas Southern University  
MA Prairie View A&M University  
James Paul Aidan Qazilbash  
BA Wheaton College  
Joungsoo Yoo  
BS Philadelphia College of Bible  
MA Villanova University

Degree of Master of Theological Studies

Elias Kinyua Mukindia  
BA East Africa School of Theology  
Theresa Joy Nipper  
BA Vanguard University of Southern California

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

Degree of Juris Doctor

Ashraf Sayed Alam  
BA Texas State University  
Jeremy Marcus Ballew  
BA University of South Carolina  
Patrick Collier Buchanan  
BA University of Dallas  
Kyle Embry Carlton  
BBA Texas A&M University  

Johnnie Carl Johnson, Jr.  
BBA Northwood University  
L. Bradley Johnson  
BA University of Tennessee  
Derek Kyle Long  
BS, MS Baylor University  
Thomas Michael Misteli  
BS Florida State University  
Laura Lynn Schultz  
BBA Boston University

Degree of Master of Laws  
(Comparative & International Law)

Claudia Carballal Benaglio  
LLB Universidad Cristóbal Colón, Mexico  
Shen-Yao Hsiao  
LLB Soochow University, Taiwan  
Risara Thaiwat  
LLB Thammasat University, Thailand
IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Master of Arts

AliAsgar Alibhai  Medieval Studies
BA Aljamea-tus-Saifiyah, Pakistan
Ali Alreshan  Economics
BA King Saud University, Saudi Arabia
Scott Bulmahn  Applied Economics
BS University of Illinois at Urbana
Kyle Robert Burns  Anthropology
BA Texas A&M University
JingYu Feng  Applied Economics
BA Soochow University, Taiwan
MS Pace University–New York

Kyeongnam Kim  Economics
BA University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Elizabeth Marie Kobus  Anthropology
BA University of Wisconsin–Oshkosh
Jason Austin Lyon  Molecular and Cellular Biology
BS Louisiana Tech University
Marco Antonio Martinez  Economics
BSME United States Air Force Academy
Christienne Marie McPherson  History
BA East Central University
Maeve Skidmore  Anthropology
BA Boston University
Lauren Meg Willis  Anthropology
BA University of Florida

Degree of Master of Science

Leon K. Bae  Molecular and Cellular Biology
BS University of Texas, Austin
Thesis: “Analyzing the Functions of Positions P204, R210, and E219 in a Switched Double Mutant R210Q/Q252R in Subunit “a” from Escherichia Coli ATP Synthase”
Yilan Jia  Statistical Science
BA, MA Nankai University, China
Tao Liu  Statistical Science
BA Fudan University, China
MBA California State University, Los Angeles
Elizabeth Ann McClellan  Statistical Science
BS University of North Texas

John P. Norton III  Physics
BS Baylor University
Thesis: “Studies on Irradiation Effects of Silicon-on-Sapphire Devices and Proton Beam Divergence Through Printed Circuit Boards”
Joel Charles O’Hair  Statistical Science
BS Wayland Baptist University
Kara Christine Stoudt  Molecular and Cellular Biology
BS Southern Methodist University

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Master of Arts

Megan Lindsay Burns  Art History
BA Texas A&M University
Julia Elizabeth Burton  Arts Administration
BA Ithaca College
Christopher DeWayne Collins  Arts Administration
BM University of Northern Colorado
Jennifer Jeanne Dobrowolski  Arts Administration
BGS, BFA Louisiana State University and A&M College
Carrie Schindler Ford  Arts Administration
BBA University of Texas, Austin
Alessandra Maria Amores Guzman  Arts Administration
BA University of Texas, Austin

Lindsay Ryan Hogan  Cinema–Television
BS University of Texas, Austin
Sijia Lin  Cinema–Television
BA Shanghai University
Adrian Lopez Neely  Cinema–Television
BFA Sam Houston State University
Shuang Qin  Cinema–Television
BA University of China
Kristin Nicole Riley  Art History
BA Southern Methodist University
Pornmanus Silpasart  Cinema–Television
BA Chulalongkorn University
Kathryn Elise St. Pierre  Arts Administration
BA California Lutheran University
IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Master of Business Administration

Shannon Toomim Accardo  
Strategic Leadership/Marketing  
BBA Stephen F. Austin State University  

Kristin Diane Adkins  Finance  
BS Oklahoma State University  

Brant Anthony Allegretti  General Business  
BBA University of Oklahoma  

Sriharsha S. Amalapurapu  Finance  
BS Birla Institute of Technology & Science, India  

MS University of Texas, Arlington  

Brian Bachman  Marketing  
BS Trinity University  

Yasuharu Bandoh  Finance  
BE Kwansei Gakuin University, Japan  

Jordan Lowery Bass  Finance  
BBA Baylor University  

Carrie Beth Bock  Finance  
BA Southern Methodist University  

Rebecca Elizabeth Boudreaux  Finance  
BS Louisiana State University  

and A&M College  

Michelle Bradbury  Finance/Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BBA University of North Texas  

Keith Marcel Britton  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BSCivE, MSCE University of Arkansas  

Carrington David Brown  General Management  
BBA Texas Christian University  

Julia Elizabeth Burton  Strategic Leadership  
BA Ithaca College  

Stacey Lynn Callaghan  General Management  
BA University of California, Los Angeles  

David C. Callison  Finance  
BA Hardin-Simmons University  

Matthew Dean Campbell  Finance  
BSME Southern Methodist University  

Henry Canizales  Finance  
BSBA DeVry Institute of Technology  

Thomas Graham Cathey  Finance  
BA University of Texas, Austin  

Alana S. Clay  Finance  
BBA Texas A&M University  

Christopher DeWayne Collins  General Management/Marketing  
BM University of Northern Colorado  

Jonathon Michael Curlett  Finance/Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BS University of North Texas  

Natasha Ann Davis  Finance  
BA University of Texas, Arlington  

Richard Geoffrey Ditto  Finance  
BA University of Texas, Austin  

Jennifer Jeanne Dobrowolski  Strategic Leadership/Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BGS, BFA Louisiana State University and A&M College  

Wesley Eugene Dorsey  Finance  
BS DeVry Institute of Technology  

Bonnie Moore Endicott  Strategic Leadership  
BA Southwestern University  

Kathleen Anne Fendler  Financial Consulting/Finance  
BA Southern Methodist University  

Tristan Gilbert Fernandez  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BA University of Texas, Austin  

Carrie Schindler Ford  Strategic Leadership  
BBA University of Texas, Austin  

Chad Thomas Gaither  Marketing  
BBA Baylor University  

Arfeen Godil  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BS University of Texas, Arlington  

Tanny Ursula Graham  General Management  
BA, BBA Southern Methodist University  

Michael Palmer Gray  Marketing  
BA Arch. University of Texas, Arlington  

Alessandra Maria Amores Guzman  Marketing  
BA University of Texas, Austin  

Matthew Joseph Hall  Finance  
BS LeTourneau University  

Andrew McWilliams Hart  General Management  
BBA University of Wisconsin–Oshkosh  

Nathan Fletcher Harvey  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BBA University of North Texas  

Gabriel Andres Hidalgo  Finance  
BS Texas A&M University  

Ambre Tennile Horn  Strategic Leadership  
BBA University of Texas, Arlington  

Wade Lynn Hudspeth  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BS Oklahoma State University  

Tiffany M. Ogdon  Piano Performance & Pedagogy  
BS, BM Millikin University  

Rachel Rose-Noel Yarborough  Piano Performance & Pedagogy  
BA Virginia Wesleyan College
Andrew Christopher Hunt  Finance  
BA Southern Methodist University

Gil Irani  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BA University of Texas, Austin

Christopher Merritt Jackson  Strategic Leadership  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BSM Oklahoma State University

Stephanie Craig Jeffery  Marketing  
BBA University of Oklahoma

Shakib Shabbir Kathiria  Finance  
BS University of Texas, Dallas

James Franklin Kerins  Finance  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BE Vanderbilt University

Timothy John Kirkley  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BBA Stephen F. Austin State University

Jocelin Mary Koshy  General Management/Marketing  
BS University of Texas, Austin

John William Kretlow  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BS Texas A&M University

Andrew John Larkin  Finance  
BBA Southern Methodist University

Daniel Patrick Lawson  Finance  
BS Texas A&M University

Ryan Matthew Lewis  Finance  
BBA University of Oklahoma

Frank Wei Liang  Finance  
BBA Baylor University

Krista Suzanne Linscott  Marketing  
BBA Sam Houston State University

Lawrence Ray Lobse III  Finance  
BBA Baylor University

James Matthew Lupton  Finance  
BBA University of Mississippi

Gabriel Martinez II  Finance  
BBA Saint Mary's University

William Dean Maruna  Finance  
BS Southern Methodist University

Jeffery Todd Masters  Finance  
BS Baylor University

Lindsay Kathleen McFadden  Finance  
BA Austin College

Brandi Kate McManus  General Management  
BS University of Oklahoma

Joseph Bernard McSweeney, Jr.  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BA Auburn University

David Stroube Moore  General Management  
BBA University of Oklahoma

Amanda Jo Morgan  Information Technology & Operations Management/Marketing  
BA Texas A&M University

Grant Layton Morris  Finance  
BS Texas A&M University

Carlos Guillermo Palacio  General Management  
BS DeVry Institute of Technology

Pushpak P. Patel  Finance  
BS University of Texas, Dallas

Eldho Paulose  Finance  Strategic Leadership  
BS Texas A&M University

Kimberly Dawn Pearce  Finance  
BBA University of Texas, Austin

Christopher Martin Penner  Strategic Leadership/Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BBA Sam Houston State University

Grace Philip  Finance  
BS University of Texas, Dallas

Robert Bliss Placido  Finance  
BA University of Colorado at Colorado Springs

Erron Christopher Powers  Finance/Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BBA Southern Methodist University

Victoria L. Rachels  Finance  
BS Texas A&M University

Christopher J. Reynolds  General Management  
BBA Baylor University

Homero Rivas  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
MD Universidad Juarez del Estado de Durango, Mexico

Raghava Srihari Setlur  Finance  
BE Bangalore University, India

Randjeeta Shroff  Marketing  
BS Jiwaji University, Gwalior, India

Gurneet K. Sidhu  Marketing  
BScPE Oakland University

Timothy Joseph Sotos  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BBA Southern Methodist University

Kathryn Elise St. Pierre  Strategic Leadership  
BA California Lutheran University

Scott Wilson Stone  Strategic Leadership  
BScivE New Mexico State University

Maheen Mohammad Taj  Strategic Leadership/Marketing  
BA Southern Methodist University

Darren A. Tallman  Finance  
BSBA Northern Arizona University

Nipa Lisa Tarrant  Finance  
BBA New Mexico State University

Shelley Chacko Thomas  Finance/Information Technology & Operations Management  
BT Cochin University of Science & Technology, India

Melissa Kay Throop  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BBA University of Oklahoma

Xavier Michel Tison  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BSM, MSM Southern Methodist University

Senthilnathan Velayudham  Finance  
BE Annamalai University, India

Jarred Wade Vickers  Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
BBA Texas A&M University
Dennis Lanier Virden  Marketing
BBA North Georgia College
John Charles Waldron  Finance
MS University of Alabama in Huntsville
BSE, BS Southern Methodist University
Marcia Kay Ward  Finance
BS University of Texas, Austin

Christy Ballman Werner  Finance
BS Texas A&M University
Gregory Brent Wood  Finance
BA University of Texas, Austin
Matthew Douglas Wood  Finance/Marketing
BS Texas A&M University
Cece Bains Wysong  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
BBA Southern Methodist University

Degree of Master of Science in Accounting

Jennifer Jane Spiller  Accounting
BBA Southern Methodist University

Degree of Master of Science in Entrepreneurship

Diana Lujean Denton  Entrepreneurship
BS Louisiana State University

Degree of Master of Science in Management

Sween Jose Ambat  Management
BEng University of Mumbai, India
Jeffrey Ray Bottin  Management
BA St. Olaf College
MS Colorado State University
Anuj Gaur  Management
BE Regional Engineering College, India
Jeffrey Demetrius Loukas  Management
BA Baylor University
Kishore Venkata Padala  Management
BS, MS Nagarjuna University, India
Monty Lynn West  Management
BA Stephen F. Austin State University
Jason Lee Wertz  Management
BS University of the State of New York,
Regents College

IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Master of Science

Ali Jaber Al Shehri  Telecommunications
BSEE King Abdullah University, Saudi Arabia
Sami A. Alshuwair  Telecommunications
BSEE University of Alabama
Kevin C. Berry  Systems Engineering
BS Grambling State University
Levent Cankaya  Telecommunications
BSEE Selcuk University, Turkey
Niles M. Cocanour  Systems Engineering
BSEE Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
MS American Military University
Ahmet Darici  Telecommunications
BS Hacettepe University, Turkey
William Logan Depue, Jr.  Operations Research
BS United States Naval Academy
Manoj Dureja  Operations Research
BS YMCA Institute of Technology, India
Abraham Banks Edison  Operations Research
BS Southern Methodist University
Luís Alfredo Galarza  Systems Engineering
BSEE Florida Atlantic University
Angela Hulet  Systems Engineering
BS California State University, Los Angeles
BS University of North Carolina
David Bradley Jones  Systems Engineering
BSEE University of Texas, Arlington
Sumanth Kumar Kota Venkata
Telecommunications
BS, MS Nagarjuna University, India
Sanin Kulosman  Systems Engineering
BSME University of Oklahoma
Mohammed Muneeruddin  Software Engineering
BSME Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, India
Patrick Neil Olinger  Systems Engineering
BA, BS Wright State University
Hinal Makeshchandra Parikh
Telecommunications
BEng Sardar Patel University, India
Donya Victoria Quick  Computer Science
BS Southern Methodist University
Thesis: “Applications and Parameter Analysis of Temporal Chaos Game Representation”
Degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Fernando Alberto Mondragon-Solis  Civil Engineering
BSCivE Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey, Mexico

Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Vipin Batra  Electrical Engineering
BEngr Maharshi Dayanand University, India
Mallika Sudip Deshpande  Electrical Engineering
BEngr University of Mumbai, India
Sugianso Hakim  Electrical Engineering
BS Ohio State University

Degree of Master of Science in Facilities Management

Scott Douglas Cline  Facilities Management
BS Oklahoma State University
Gregory Allen Ruff  Facilities Management
BS University of Wisconsin-Stout
Gregory G. Schober  Facilities Management
BSME Milwaukee School of Engineering

Degree of Master of Science in Information Engineering Management

Rex Stephen Lewis II  Information Engineering & Management
BSEE United States Air Force Academy

Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Dzuy Viet-Truong Nguyen  Mechanical Engineering
BSEE University of Texas, Dallas
BS, BSME Southern Methodist University
Juan Geronimo Zavala
BSME Texas A&M University

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Degree of Master of Arts in Dispute Resolution

Paul Wilson Bailey  Dispute Resolution
BS Texas A&M University
Tracie Michelle Bean  Dispute Resolution
BS Louisiana State University in Shreveport
BS Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Alan C. Bordelon  Dispute Resolution
BA East Texas Baptist University
Linda L. Herrera  Dispute Resolution
BA Southern Methodist University
Heidi Alyssa Karlsson  Dispute Resolution
BA Michigan State University
Fatima Cumber Mamdani  Dispute Resolution
BS Texas Christian University
Allison Smith Morrow  Dispute Resolution
BS Baylor University
MA University of North Texas
Judith L. Ratner  Dispute Resolution
BA Indiana University, Bloomington
Bonnie Sue Sanford  Dispute Resolution
BS College of Saint Mary
Richard J. Voelker  Dispute Resolution
BBA Tulane University
Patricia Robin Wolf  Dispute Resolution
BSNsg University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston
MBA Southern Methodist University
Degree of Master of Bilingual Education

Cindy Holt  Bilingual Education  
BS Texas State University  
Ginny Lynn Kuhnel  Bilingual Education  
Gifted Concentration  
BA Baylor University  
Joy Reneá Morris  Bilingual Education  
BA University of Texas, Arlington  
Noris Enid Negrón  Bilingual Education  
BA Inter American University of Puerto Rico  
Miriam Jiménez Rodríguez  Bilingual Education Gifted Concentration  
BA University of Texas, Austin  
BSCivE University of Texas, Austin  
Carlos Kenwin Da Costa Walcott  Bilingual Education  
BA Macalester College

Degree of Master of Education

Lori Bergeron  Education  
BA University of Louisiana  
Maria Teresa Rita Castellanos Iturriago  Education  
BS Endicott College  
Chad Eric Chapman  Education  
BA University of Texas, Arlington  
Dana Richter Clark  Education  
BA University of Texas, Arlington  
Krystal Michelle Collins  Education  
BS Prairie View A&M University  
Shannon Nicole Diehl  Education  
BA Dallas Baptist University  
Allison Drewry  Education  
BA Oklahoma State University  
Virginia Lee Huergo  Education  
BA Universidad de Belgrano, Argentina  
Christina Elaina La Point  Education  
BA University of North Texas  
Tabitha Anne Molett  Education  
BA University of Texas, Dallas  
Lucia Cantu Peynado  Education  
BA University of Texas, Pan American  
Brenna Kaye Rivas  Education  
BA Clemson University  
Jennifer M. Sellars  Education  
BA University of Texas, Dallas  
Andrea Thomas  Education  
BA Texas A&M University–Commerce  
Sheree S. Thompson  Education  
BS University of North Texas  
Kristen LaMar Toney  Education  
BA University of California, Berkeley  
Kristin E. Vernon  Education  
BBS Hardin-Simmons University  
Jason Terry Warner  Education  
BA Baylor University

Degree of Master of Liberal Arts

Thomas Evan Fisher  Liberal Arts  
BA University of Texas, Tyler  
John Michael Gallo  Liberal Arts  
BA Westminster College  
Ann Stewart Kozlow  Liberal Arts  
BFA University of Houston  
Julie Ruth Lewis-Russell  Liberal Arts  
BA University of Massachusetts, Boston  
Julieta Medrano-Terry  Liberal Arts  
BSEd University of Texas, Austin  
Kinga Margaret Pates  Liberal Arts  
BA University of Texas, Arlington  
Debajani Sen  Liberal Arts  
BA University of Calcutta, India

Degree of Master of Liberal Studies

Nancy Shanks Bierman  Liberal Studies  
BA Mississippi State University  
Susan Almand Stephens  Liberal Studies  
BA Baylor University

Degree of Master of Science in Counseling

Sally Norton Turner  Counseling  
BA University of Oregon  
MBA Seattle University
IN THE GUILDHALL AT SMU,  
LINDA AND MITCH HART eCENTER

**Certificate in Digital Game Development**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Thesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chetan Bedi</td>
<td>Specialization in Level Design</td>
<td>BS University of Florida</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Bedoy</td>
<td>Specialization in Art Creation</td>
<td>BA California State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Blackstone</td>
<td>Specialization in Software Development</td>
<td>BS DePaul University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinn DelHoyo</td>
<td>Specialization in Level Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Huot</td>
<td>Specialization in Art Creation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad Jacobs</td>
<td>Specialization in Level Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Johnson</td>
<td>Specialization in Level Design</td>
<td>BS Wayne State College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Owen Lee</td>
<td>Specialization in Level Design</td>
<td>BA University of Toledo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Raymond</td>
<td>Specialization in Level Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Skelton</td>
<td>Specialization in Software Development</td>
<td>BS Texas A&amp;M University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Syyp</td>
<td>Specialization in Art Creation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Blair Taylor</td>
<td>Specialization in Art Creation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Master of Interactive Technology**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Thesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michael Aviles</td>
<td>Digital Game, Art Creation</td>
<td>BA SUNY College at Oneonta</td>
<td>“Facial Animation Based on Anatomy”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Eric Bakutis</td>
<td>Digital Game, Level Design</td>
<td>BA University of North Texas</td>
<td>“Balancing Cut Scenes and Gameplay”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark William Brady</td>
<td>Digital Game, Art Creation</td>
<td>BFA Oklahoma State University</td>
<td>“Next Generation Character Creation Pipeline”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken G. Cheung</td>
<td>Digital Game, Software Development</td>
<td>BS University of California, Irvine</td>
<td>“Haptic Pachinko and Haptic Moments”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemanshu Chhabra</td>
<td>Digital Game, Software Development</td>
<td>BEng University of Mumbai, India</td>
<td>“Real Time Painterly Rendering on the GPU”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brent Ellison</td>
<td>Digital Game, Level Design</td>
<td>BA Reed College</td>
<td>“Character Interaction Gameplay: An Analysis of Form and Function”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Antonia Garza</td>
<td>Digital Game, Art Creation</td>
<td>BFA University of Saint Thomas, Houston</td>
<td>“How Environments Affect Mood and Perception”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert J. Gee</td>
<td>Digital Game, Level Design</td>
<td>BS Arizona State University</td>
<td>“The Right Way is the Wrong Way: Level Design Theory in Level Design”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Reed Ketcham</td>
<td>Digital Game, Art Creation</td>
<td>BA Bucknell University</td>
<td>“Beyond Realism”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Wye Ling Khor</td>
<td>Digital Game, Art Creation</td>
<td>BLaw University of Leeds, United Kingdom</td>
<td>“Environment Art Creation Theories and Methodologies”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul David Loyd</td>
<td>Digital Game, Software Development</td>
<td>BS Southern Methodist University</td>
<td>“Workload Distribution and Parallelized Visibility Sorting Using the Synergistic Processor Elements on PlayStation 3”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Wesley Morris</td>
<td>Digital Game, Art Creation</td>
<td>BFA Rice University</td>
<td>“Rigging and Animation of Quadrupeds”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Nam</td>
<td>Digital Game, Art Creation</td>
<td>BA Queens College</td>
<td>“Choosing the Look”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Nida</td>
<td>Digital Game, Art Creation</td>
<td>BS Middle Tennessee State University</td>
<td>“The Perception of Color”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanya A. Short</td>
<td>Digital Game, Level Design</td>
<td>BA Reed College</td>
<td>“How Players Learn: Evaluating Interjected and Contextual Education in Interactive Entertainment”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Shmyla K. Alam  Political Science
Amen Shina Amachig  Political Science
Kelly Renee Anderson  Philosophy
Elizabeth Anne Bair  English
Brittany Page Barker  Sociology
Todd David Baty  History
Honors in Liberal Arts
Hadi W. Bayatneh  Philosophy
Richard Wallace Boyd III  Psychology
Drew Braxton Briggs  Markets & Culture
Megan Marie Bruce  English with
Creative Writing Specialization
Robyn E. Byers  Psychology
Konstantin P. Chernikov  Psychology
Tyler Charles Chick  Political Science
Kenneth Steven Clinchy  Markets & Culture
Greer Cole Custer  Markets & Culture
Shailendra Evette Daniels  Chemistry
Brittany Morgan Dewan  Spanish
Jason K. Doran  Political Science
Matthew William Downe  Psychology
Timothy James Edwards  History
Whitney August Ehlin  Philosophy/Political Science
Cum Laude, Honors in Liberal Arts
Matthew Franklin Ervin  English
Departmental Distinction
Jose Roberto Espinosa  Economics/Mathematics
Hayley Danielle Evans  Psychology
E. Michelle Flores Rogers  Political Science
Christopher John Franz  Psychology
Antonio Ross Godinez  Markets & Culture
Stace Charles Hilbrant  Economics
Jonathan Slayter Hill  Markets & Culture
Rachel Marie Hinds  History
Honors in Liberal Arts
Warren Chandler Crawford Holmes  History
Kimberly Marie Hughes  Political Science
Shellena Hussein  Public Policy
Lauren Victoria Jobin  International Studies
Samuel Tanner Johnson  Economics
Tommy Lee Jones II  Sociology
Brandon Christopher Jones  Economics
Jennifer Elizabeth Jones  Political Science
Sara Kamali  Biological Sciences
Tara Jean Kays  English
Jon Berrett Kilken  Sociology
Virginia Van Livernan  Political Science
Leslie Ann Lloyd  Biological Sciences
Megan Michelle Mann  Anthropology
Ronald Ismael Martinez  International Studies
Cameron Davis Maynard  Political Science
Maria Constantine Megas  Markets & Culture
Erica Belle Mikawa  Political Science
Magna Cum Laude
Adrienne Layne Moreland  Psychology
Miles Matthew Morley  Economics
Michael Joseph Mosley  Psychology
Asatu Aisha Mubah  Sociology
Sonia Salim Noorany  Psychology
William McKinley Osborne IV  English with
Creative Writing Specialization
Rachel Marie Paxton  Markets & Culture
Danielle Nicole Michelle Preston  Spanish
Alissa Jane Price  Anthropology
Jessica Michelle Requa  Psychology
Raphaële Rincón  Italian Area Studies
Sarah Claire Rollins  Psychology
Francis Marion Ryburn IV  Spanish
Matthew Ryan Schortman  Markets & Culture
Clara Margaret Purnell Scruggs  History
Honors in Liberal Arts
Kasey Lee Seymour  English
Lydia Ann Snyder  Biological Sciences
Barbara Starling Stewart  English
Summa Cum Laude
Amanda Rembert Taylor  French
William Barnes Thomas  Markets & Culture
Holly Lynn Tippit  Psychology
Adam James Undorfer, Jr.  Markets & Culture
Jonathan Brantly Wykoff  Markets & Culture
Lindsay Caitlin Young  Political Science
Sumbel Aurang Zeb  Political Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Christopher Taylor Chalmers  Economics with
Finance Applications Specialization
Kenneth Steven Clinchy  Economics with
Finance Applications Specialization
Craig Louis Croce  Economics with
Finance Applications Specialization
Erin Lauruth Fitzpatrick  Economics with
Finance Applications Specialization
Hoda Ghanizadaeh  Biological Sciences
Summa Cum Laude
Whitney Elizabeth Green  Economics with
Finance Applications Specialization
Breanna Lauren Gribble  Geophysics
Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Joseph Grosmann  Economics with
Finance Applications Specialization
Departmental Distinction
Christopher Ryan Harvey  Biochemistry
Raafiul Huda  Economics with
Finance Applications Specialization
Jobin Sebastian Kalathil  Biological Sciences
Tanner Thomas King  Economics with
Finance Applications Specialization
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Chih-Chun Lei  Economics with Finance Applications Specialization
Megan Michelle Mann  Biological Sciences
John Christian Mueller  Biological Sciences
Sarah Marie Pham  Biological Sciences
Robert T. Pritchard  Economics with Finance Applications Specialization
Glen Aldrich Reading  Economics with Finance Applications Specialization
Joseph Nathan Robinson  Economics with Finance Applications Specialization
Matthew Ryan Schortman  Economics with Finance Applications Specialization
Eric Alexander Sellers  Economics with Finance Applications Specialization
Samir Kirit Shah  Sociology
Richard Ian Van Every  Anthropology
Ryan Michael Webb  Economics with Finance Applications Specialization

Degree of Bachelor of Social Sciences

Jessica Dawn Elliott  Social Sciences
Jennifer Elizabeth Reci  Social Sciences

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Kacie Lane Adams  Advertising
Lindsay Bennett Adams  Advertising
Reagen Lauren Andereis  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Todd David Baty  Music
Honors in Liberal Arts
Jordan Bass Bolch  Cinema-Television
Andrew Palmer Bozalis  Cinema-Television
Mallory Meade Bynum  Advertising
Shannon Mary Casey  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Taylor Ann Covington  Journalism
Natalie Antonette Dean  Art History
Aleah T. Dillard  Music
Adam Eason  Music
Luz Elena Espinoza  Advertising
Alessandra Frausin  Journalism
Honors in Liberal Arts
Alexander Moore Friedell  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Jack Vaughn Gallivan  Advertising
Sarah Breen Gibbons  Journalism
Kelly Nicole Gomez  Advertising
Departmental Distinction
Catherine Claire Hardy  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Allan Earnest Arp  Art
Summa Cum Laude
Greg William Bussell  Theatre
Durrell D. Cooper  Theatre
Janet Elaine DeLay  Art
Katherine Gifford  Art

Leticia F. Luevanos  Art
Sarah Katherine Plagens  Art
Quinten Joseph Quintero  Theatre
Sara Kristin Stringfellow  Theatre
Heather Lauren Watts  Art
Lisa Katherine Wynne  Art History
Degree of Bachelor of Music

Richard Brian Marquis  Guitar Performance

IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration

Rishabh Raj Ajmera  Finance
Francesca Michelle Anaya Barrios  General Business
Diego H. Arias Betancourt  Information Systems
Karline Daly Bachman  Marketing
Divya Balasubramanian  Finance
Honors in Liberal Arts
Edison Fernando Betancourt Betancourt  Finance
Walter David Betancourt Diaz  Finance
Grace LeAnn Brauser  Management
Hunter London Brous  Finance
Long Ngoc Chau  Finance
Young Wook Cho  Finance
Patricia Valeria Coello Irias  Management
Courtney Anne Crain  Finance
Sayeh Dardras  Marketing
Shanelle Lynn DeRosier  Real Estate Finance
Brittany Morgan Dewan  Accounting
Calvin Sharp Mitchell Enright  Management
Summa Cum Laude
Michael Alan Feather  Finance
Anthony Michael Giamello  Marketing
Katherine Renee Gibson  Management
Kunal Gupta  Finance
Warren Chandler Crawford Holmes  Accounting
Anna Elizabeth Igo  Marketing
Ingrid Ingrid  Finance
Gavin-Wayne Chance Kidwell  Finance
Taylor Jensen MacDonald  Finance
John Gregory Martino  Finance
Matthew Leon Nibarger  Finance
Chase Daniel Perkins  Finance
Julia Catherine Pierce  Accounting
Stacy Lee Profit  Financial Consulting
William Thomas Ratliff IV  Finance
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Business
Courtney Allison Sanders  Accounting
Jared Benjamin Schaffer  Finance
Marisa Jo Schieda  Marketing
Honors in Liberal Arts
Anthony Michael Schifano  Marketing
Bhavin Kanti Sharolia  Finance
Megan Elizabeth Sherrod  Accounting
Thomas Newton Short  Finance
Monica Lissette Trevino  Marketing
Tiffany Nicole Turner  Marketing
Ryan Michael Webb  Finance

IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Conner Marshal Huckaby  Management Science
Sachin Mohan Kumar  Management Science
Jerome Alexandre Bortoluzzi  Management Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Christina Marie Denissen  Civil Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Jonathan Christopher David Rall  Electrical Engineering
Robert Michael Shea  Electrical Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Reagan Courtney Myers  Environmental Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Jana Adrienne Floyd  Mechanical Engineering
THE PLATFORM PARTY

John B. Attanasio, Dean of Dedman School of Law

José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts

Cordelia Chávez Candelaria, Dean of Dedman College

David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development

Dennis A. Foster, President of the Faculty Senate

John A. Hall, University Registrar and Executive Director of Enrollment Services

Robert Thomas Hayden III, President of the Students’ Association

Darrell Lafitte, SMU Class of 1954 and 2008 Distinguished Alumni Award Recipient

William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology

Paul W. Ludden, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs of the University

Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business

Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

James E. Quick, Dean of Research and Graduate Studies and Associate Vice President for Research

Peter E. Raad, Director of the Linda and Mitch Hart eCenter and Executive Director of The Guildhall at SMU

Carl Sewell, Chair of the SMU Board of Trustees

Dennis M. Simon, Platform Marshal and Associate Professor of Political Science

Thomas W. Tunks, Associate Provost for Educational Programs

R. Gerald Turner, President of the University

Daniel Harrison Webb, Precentor and December 2008 Candidate for Bachelor of Music in Voice Performance

Lori S. White, Vice President for Student Affairs
THE GUILD OF MARSHALS

Bradley Kent Carter, Chief Marshal
Lorn L. Howard, Chief Marshal Emeritus
Thomas B. Fomby, Procession Marshal
William J. Pulte, Assisting Procession Marshal
Dennis M. Simon, Platform Marshal

Gary K. Brubaker
Marc P. Christensen
Anthony J. Cortese
Margaret H. Dunham
Robert Frank
Kenneth M. Hamilton
Kathy J. Hayes
Roy L. Heller

Adam Herring
Benjamin H. Johnson
Robert Van Kemper
Jeffery L. Kennington
Barbara W. Kincaid
Joseph Magliolo III
Héctor H. Rivera
Gordon Walker

MEADOWS’ MEN’S QUARTET

Glenn T. Ayars, Major in Voice Performance, Class of 2012
Grant Allen Carpenter, Major in Voice Performance, Class of 2012
Trey Pratt, Major in Voice Performance/Music Education, Class of 2012
Jason P. Solis, Major in Voice Performance/Music Education, Class of 2011

Southern Methodist University will not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, disability, or veteran status. SMU’s commitment to equal opportunity includes nondiscrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.
So that all may enjoy the majesty of the ceremony and the joy of the occasion, we ask that no photographs be taken inside the coliseum.

Official photographs of candidates will be taken as they receive their degrees.

You will have an opportunity to purchase these photographs.

The Office of Academic Ceremonies wishes to thank all who have worked so hard to make this evening a celebration of the accomplishments of those members of the SMU community who are about to receive degrees.
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AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL

O beautiful for spacious skies, for amber waves of grain;
for purple mountain majesties above the fruited plain!
America! America!
God shed his grace on thee,
and crown thy good with brotherhood from sea to shining sea.

O beautiful for heroes proved in liberating strife,
who more than self their country loved, and mercy more than life!
America! America!
May God thy gold refine,
till all success be nobleness, and every gain divine.

O beautiful for patriot dream that sees beyond the years
thine alabaster cities gleam, undimmed by human tears!
America! America!
God mend thine every flaw,
confirm thy soul in self-control, thy liberty in law.

VARSI TY

Oh we see the Varsity,

Varsity, Varsity,

As she towers o’er the hill

Over there.

And our hearts are filled with joy,

SMU, SMU,

Alma mater, we’ll be true

Forever!